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GIANT PETE AND HIS -PARDS~
BY T. C.

j8.APl'EB TOil LOOltJl:D /l.T TBlli DKAD SIOUX A PULL llllNUTll: WITHOUT BEFLYING TO OLD TOllAB/l.WX'S QUESTION, .

Tra.pper 'l'om, ihf? Wood .tmp.

Giant Pete and His Pards;
OR,

TiiAPPER 'I'OM,
_,:S:E~

""'VVOOD

I]Y.[P_

.BY T. C. HARBAUGH.
CHAPTER I.
DEFENDING HIS RIGHTS.

ON thA b mk of a well -woooled stream which,
rising am 01.g the bills of north western W yoming, fto ~ • north, and at last loses itself in the
majestic Y ·llowstone, rose a Silla II cabin, built
or r ough J )gs, well chinked, and capable of
affording b ith protection and shelter.
It was t o' small to accommodate a sPttler'3
family or i;c ny size, and then it was too far removed frori a settlement of ao.v prete nsion' to
convey the belier tbsit som~ f~ arlass tiller or the
soil bad b1 ought wife aud little o.nes to that
spot.
It stoo<t-i.1 the land of the buff ..lo, the ante·
lope anrl tie ~rizzly, and ;ts "ild b:it picturesq ~e surro md m~s su:;ge••ed stirring sceue311.od
perilou; tin: ~s for it~ paop!P;
H the y mng re~der h'ld re~cbed this advanced cat in ttt su .down, on a cert1in April
day, be woe Id have b ~e u gre3ted by its sol~ pJssessor and i 1babitant.
This indi.- id ual, almost a pigmv-for be was
a bo v in years and siza-m 1ted well in dress the
regi on by .,.hicb he was surrounded.
Clad ash" was io garments forrne ·l from the
ski as of m ld animals, and no doubt sba;:>ed by
his own bands, he loo'red like a boy Kit 'Carson,
who, breaki ng frnm the restraints of horn~, had
resolved for a while to try the wild life of a
young lord 1f the wilderoe•s.
•
-Tbe eyes nf tbe boy "Vere black, bu~ moreover
possessed of-a merry twinkle. ·
_ His face was bandsome, wen rounded and
ru:idy, the work of good foorl, exercise and the
healtbful winds of the great Nortbwest. His
figure was well built. shapely in every respect,
and be stood but five fe et in the serviceable
moccasins that cov•red his feet.
Behind him ro1e tbe• cabin, and leaning
against It at bis right hand was a trusty rifle,
which was, without doubt, the boy's best
friAnd.
•
When tbfl last beam~ of thq setting sun had
di<apoeared tbe youth turned slowly toward
the we•t in which directbn he gazed for some
ti•ne withnn t speaking.
"I'll try it asr»in ," he suddenly •xclaimei as
be turned i nt'l tbe Cl bin as if anxious. to carry
out a cert.in proj•ct. "I'm going to disrov•r
wbo has bee 11 tamp ring with my .t raps. Night
att.er night , hey are vi sitPrl, anrl good pelts con
tinually dirnppe•r. I wtJ.Lnot stanrl ic, even
tbOUll:h I l>'.ll on Sioux groun~. Tho gamA
doesn't bel o.Jg t-o the Indian. and I have rights
here which even be must respect."
The boy reappeared at the door or the hut as
lae uttered the last word,
0

He carried ocross one shoulder now a ~tout
stick from which hung three good beaver-trap•,
and baving closed the cabin door behind him,
he picker! up the rifte and hurried ofi. tower<'
the stream.
A few 'steps brought him to the crystal-like
waters of the littlti tributary, aod he was soon
·following them in tbeir course to t'1e north.
Tbe shadows lengthened u11til the whold face
of the country seemed in eclip3e, but the boy
trapper pursued bis way.
.
At last he came to what appeared to bet• tnlaod bayou above whose surface rose a T)U:nber
of queer-looking elevations which were Leaverhou>es.
Tbe bov was in the midst of good he~ ver territory, a·od after surveying as mucn . of the
scene as was observable, be unloadtid I.it• trap~
and proceeded to set tbern .
,
.
His movements inrlicated that it was not !us
fir•t visit to tbe µlace. · •
S ~ veral times before he bad ~et bis trap3 O'I
j!Ooj b ?a ver-trails only to discover tb'lt sc i;ne
snettking villain bad visite.l t.nem before . I 1m
and deftly ab3tracted tbPi.' vict,ims.
F .>r sone days prior GO tbe op niog of >Ur
st.ory the blly was re0<:atedly robbed.
N • ver before had .this tnio-' happen ed to him.
H ~ was inclioerl \.o think t.bat. Indian~ hail d iscovered his trap• aod robbed them bf 1,beir
gam.,,
Indians!
The tbou1tht was not a pleasant one for tb9
y~ung trap·n·r "'ho bad rlared to s• t his trnps
on the verKe or the great •trappi ng-ground
clairned .rnd frequenterl by the S •nux at wbo5e
b ead a" cbief •t.ood the renowned and bloodtbir<ty Sitting B•11l.
"I'm h•re for pleasure and gain!" he sai<l,
firmly cornpr•ssing his lips. "No Indian sball
drive me from this region I"
Brave words the•e were, and words of wi!iicb
he was likely to repent.
L~t us return to him.
Not a breath of air, nor the movements of a
be .. ver rippled th" calm s11rf~ce of t.be little
bayou while tbe Wood Imp n<lj:isted tbe tr:1ps.
"TberP-1" he exclaimed, in a whisper, 8! be
stepped hack. "The traps are ready for beaver,
and I am pr•pared for tbethief,..vhoever bnis."
Gliding back from the bank to a t .·Pe whose
lower branches C'oulrl be reat'herl from the
gro11nd, he nimbly drew his ~the figure uo
amol\g them, and seated bim,elf ·on a limb
wbere it joined the body or the tree, and awaited results.
Slowlv the nigbt came on with the little trapper ensconced in the tree with eyes and ears nn
tbe aler~.
When tbe day had fairly disappeared a waterv
mnnn came out and kept tbe boy's sarrouncUng9
visible, although indistinctly.
H e saw the be:iver-bou•es in t,he bavou and
the •pot where the l~nd anrl water met. ·
He watched thP pl•c•s where be had deposited bi• t.rA ps with j •a ]nus eve.
•
" Why doesn't the rerl thief com•r' be a•ked
hims•lf with e9gerness. "I am more than
ready to meet bim. I will •how him what it is
to steal from Trapper Tom."
·
His p'ltience seemed !n no hurry to be reward•

'l'rappet> Tom, the W ~ Imp.
ed, for tbe night grew into long watches, and
Trapper Tom, as the Wood Imp l'&lled himself,
was cc.mpelled to nurse bis restlessness as best
be could.
All at once be started and leaned forward.
Had bis sharp ears ca·u ght the footsteps of the
beaver-thief?
No, there was a commotion at the edge of the
water, and Trapper Tom knew that one of the
treps bad secured its victim.
Instantly Revera) splashes sounded in as many
dir•ctions, as the beaTer, alarmed by the. catastrophe which bad befallen one of their number,
sought the bous~a scattered over the bayou, and
a f!iw moments later the silence of deatb brooded over the scene.
A satisfied swile overspread the face of the
boy.
"The trap has caught a beaver, now I will
catch the thief."
He bad beard another sound which he knew
was not made by the entrapped animal, and his
eyes had c11.ugbt sight of a figure gliding toward
tbe successful trap with th" stealth of the panther.
"That's the reseal!" grated Trapper Tom, aR
be gAzed at Lbe prowler with a pair of eyes that
fairlv flashed. "Want my beaver, do you?" be
went on. "Well, my pesky red-skin, I may attempt to keep my property."
-:i
H~ saw the pelt-tbief pass within a fe\'V' feet
of bis perch, and all at once he lowered himself
from the limb and dropped to the ground without noise.
In anotiler moment be bad thrown himself
fearlessly on the trail of tbe sneak-thief, who,
intPnt only on obtaining ti;ie gl!rr.e already
S<'Pnted. did not look once behmd him.
N~arer and nearer to the night prowler crept
Trapyer Tom whose eyes glistened more a,nd
more AS be arlvanced.
H~ saw the trap-<iespoiler stoop over the animal whkb. drawn b•neath the waters in its
fran lic <truirirles for freedom,bad been drowned.
Sudd•nly like an eagle that fall upon its victim tl:e Wood Imp swooyed upon him.
"That's my beaver!"
If a fiery rocket bad shot suddenly from the
water, the would-be thief would not have
leaperl up i a greater consternation.
·He almost tumbled into the bayou in bis eft'ort
t.n face the person who h11d spoken and Trapper
Tom was not less astonished.
"Your beaver?" exclaimed the prowler in
good but rough-voiced English. "Great JehoJApbatl atom, whar did you hail from1"
Trapper Tom stared at the speaker, who, to
bis astonishment, was not an Indian but a tall,
lank and vagabondish specimen-.of a white
man I
Foe-two minutes at least after the lank fellow's que~tlon there WAS no re•p:>nse.
Tr11pPl'r 'rom was surveying t.be detected
thief from head to foot, not only mad, but dis·
gusted.
Re had expected, even boperJ. to catch a redskin: t>ut Instead, be hAd unmasked a white rascal--0ne of those forest vagabonds who are too
meRn to attempt an honest livelihood.
"Who are you, anyhow!" suddenly asked the
man. "Don't think I ever bad the pltasure ov

s

yer acquaintance before. Are you the owner
ov the shanty back tbar on the creekY''
The nonchalance and impudence of the man
were insultinlf.
"Yes. sir!' said the boy. "That cabin is
mine. The beaver yc.u have already taken belon(l:ed to me and my name is Trapper Tom."
"Glad to bear fo, I am," was the answer.
"Trapper Tom, eh? Not much bigger tban a
minute. Say, I could eat you up."
The stature of tbe little trapper seemed to increase an inch at this bot.st, and ble ey s said
"Try it, sir," in lanfuage not to be mistaken.
"Who are you?' be asked. "It must be
true es you have said that we have met for tho
first time."
'' MeY I'm Old 'FOmabawk.'' And the speaker sbowed his teeth in a grin. "Look here, my
little chap. When I want a thing I generally
take it."
"If it belongs to you."
"Sometimes if it doesn't. Didn't you hint
awhile ego that I war about to take yer beaverY''
"I did.''
"Don't be too fast. I want something besides
beaver just now. Scalps!"
•·'!'here's only one here and that's mine,"
la·ttgbed Trapper Tom.
"Are ye sure ov tbetY''
"No; there's yours."
"Which makes two. But tbar's more than
two. How long bev you lived here?"
"Five months."
"And Feen no Injunsr•
"No. I've bad this paradise all to myself.''
"Bev, eh! Wbar b•v yer eyes been? Come
this way, greeny. Old Tomahawk '11 show
yon."
.1
--llefore Trapper Tom could resist be was being dragged from the spot, with bis arm en·
circled by Old Tomahawk's Fkeleton band.
Down the edge of the bayo11 he was dral!'.ged,
then along the sluggish stream that fed it to its
junction with a larger tributary Of the YeJJo ., ~~

I

At the foot of a rather steep bank Old Tomahawk stopped and dropped the boy trapper's
arm.
"Look tharl" he said, pointing toward th~
ground.
Trapper Tom gazed for a moment and then
recoiled with a cry.
On rQ.e ground lay a dead Indian, freshly
scalped!
"No lnjuns here, you say, eh!" grinned Old
Tomahawk. " What do you think now 1"
CHAPTER II.
' IN A TERRIBLE PREDICAMENT.
TRAPPER TOM looked ttt the d•ad Sioux

a full
minute without replying to Old Tomahawk's
que~tion.
·
"Lived here five months without sPein' a redskin? Great Jebosaphatl Trapper Tom, whar
he~ VPr i;eepers been all the time I''
"Wbere tbey are at this minute-in roy head,"
was tbe answer.
''I doubt tbat." remarked Ola Tomahawk
doubtinglv. "See here, to be plain, I killed
'hat red-skin not an hour ago. I'm not in these
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parts fer b,.aver, but fer scalps. I'm ~n a big
lnjun-bunt and it's queer that m.Y trail should
bev led m e '1ere wbar you hev'n't seen a redskiu in five months!"
"Tb ere I' said Tra pper,.,T:wi. irritated by Old
Tomahawk s words and manner. ''If there bad
·' heen lndia11s in these parts they haven't molested me."
"That's 1 o sign they don't intend ter," was tbe
q·1 ick response. ''If you'll go back toyer cabin
1'11 tell you •ometbing."
Trapper · om seemed to hesitate.
What! t 3 ~ e that dark-faced fellow to bis cabin
stocked wii h the valuable results of trail and
trao1
He rem er.1bered that be bad caught Old Tomahawk in t 1e act of lifting a beaver from bis
trap, and row tbe disreputable character had
coollv aske l to be conducted to tbe cabin stored
witb' pelts, 111 bicb, to the bo.v , were a snug little
fortune.
It is no "' :mJer that the Wood Imp hesitated.
"l see!" 1xC'laimed Old Tomahawk. " Y ou've
got sometbi ug under yer shanty roof you don 't
want tbis forest pilgrim ter examine. · Y ou
seem ter be ieve yet tbat I war gain' ter lift a
beaver aw t ile ago. 'Pon honor, boy. I war'n't.
J bold up n 1y ban<i and sny thet, though Old
Tom'l bawk a in't ez pure ez a baby, he nevtir
touched a v ·hite mm's trap ter rob it. What
war I doir at y er trap wben y ou cau ght me
thar, eb1 l war gooin' t er see wi:Jat wa r in it,
notbin~ mo ·e. EE you want tbe thief wbo bas
b een v1sitin yer traps night arter ni&ht, hebold
him tbar. I took bis scalp a while a go, en' when
I overtook him be war goin' back fer another
beaver. I'm bar<i, an' not prPtty. I'm bony •rn'
profane; bu ~ by J eho•apbat! Trapper Tom, Old
Tnmabawk :lon't steal I''
Toere we s in tbe force of tbe forest vagabond's asse·'eratio~s something that favorably
impressed t loe bov trapper.
"I don't t:arP," Old Tomahawk went on. "It
you don't want to bear anything;, don't show
me yer sba11ty. You're the master ov yer own
fortunes, an' mebhe you don't want to know
bow safe yer p elts are."
These words decided Trapper Tom.
"Pardon me for d , ubting you,'' be said. "We
will go to the but. Aren't you afraid to let tbe
Indh.n lie here!"
_
"Reckon not. I guess he'll disturb nobody."
"Very well. To my c, .bin, tben."
When Tb1pper Tom turned on his heel and
~t·1rted olf a t a brisk gait, be was followed by
bis new and not preoossessing acquaintance,
w n ~·~ eves betrayed tbe eagerness that seemed
· to· fill hi• heart.
Bu• f~ w words were excbange<i bv the strange
P<tir as they pusbe<i through the f •re~~ TPnpper
Tom still in tha IPa•i, for . thougoh Old Toma·
hawk's strid 0 s were lengthier than bis, he could
uot keep up with tbe boy.

" Here w P a.re!"

Trapper T ~ m threw open the door of his forest
home as th•• announcement left his lips, and
turning on Old Tomahawk be presented a look
of orlde.
Tbe interior of tbe cabin was quite dark, but
the !Htle trapper soon produced a light, which

illuminated the room, and dissipated the
shadow s of log and beam.
Old Tomahawk surveyed the interior of the
place witb a good deal of wonderment.
" Who helped you build this sbantyr' be
asked.
"I didn't build it. It was here when I
ca me."

"Nol''

"That is the truth."
"An' it war empty!"-

" Yes."

" You found notbin' in itr'
"Nothing."
"Not a bide!''
"It was stripped as clean as a gani; of wolves
strips a buffalo carcass."
"Thet's kinder queer," mused Oltl. Tomahawk aloud. "Say, boy, see here. You didn't
find a wooden stake in one coruer ov the
shanty!"
Trapper Tom gav~ the man a singular look.
"I found no stake,'' be said. "Are you looking for a cabin with a wooden stake in one of
its cnr11ers1''
Olrt Tomnhawk started perceotibly.
"N-no,'' be ~tammer•d. "Tbe inquiry bappwed ter get into my head an' I let it outtb ~ t'• all. boy." And despite bis words, the
old fellow's. e.v es wandered to the several corners of tbe cabin.
A m " ment latPr be leaned agninst t.b11 rough
l ogs that formed one of the WHlls of tb" r->om
an::I folded bis long arms upon his c n••st..
"Trapper Tom, tbar ar' more Iojuns than
be<tver in this kentry," be begnn. "I don't
keer et you've heen here five yearg in~teed ov
five months. Tbet fee>. doesn't make one Injun
less. How many pPlts bev you!"
Ttiat was a bold question.
Tbe hoy bart alrea<iy obtained proof of Old
Tomahawk's ioquisitiveness, but here was an
interrogative tbat effected his propert.v-tbat
wealth for which be bad toiled for fi ~e long
montbs.
"You nePdn't tell me ef you don't want to,"
continued Old Tomahawk. "I don't lflolt very
bones•-tbet's a fact; but mebbe it isn't alt.ogatber my fault. I war goin' ter say thet
whether you've got one beaver·pelt er a tbousan<i they're not safe here."
Trapper Tom started.
"I wouldo't- be surprised ef yer pelts bev
nlreedy been invoiced bv a lot ov re<i devils
wbo know their valnP. I know whet I'm talkin' about. Trapper Tom, sometimes them In·
juns will ll!t a fPller go on an' get a goo<i lot ov
skins, then, elJ at once, they'll pounce down
upon him an' take 'em all."
- These were plain words and: easily understo~d.

The Waid Imp <lid not rPply.
"One wePk ago I war listeufn' behind an lnjun lodge in a Sionx vill•ge tbet bolds ther
meanest lot ov red ti!?:ers thet Pver lived un"El"
a scarlet bide. I war tbar on h u<;ine~s. I beP.rd
thern Injuns talk about a youngster wbnt be<t
laid in a stock ov prime beayer an' other ~lt~
an' they laughed when they talked about the
amount ov fire-water them same pelts would
purchase. Tbe next day twenty young bu'!kS
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got away from tbet l!Bme Injun town. Wbat
do you think took 'em out9"
•1 My treasure I"
·
Old Tomahawk's eyes twinkled.
" Are you sure you still own them bides?" be
asked.
Trapper Tom's reply was a bound toward a
rougbly-fasbiof\!ld ladder whose upper end was
lost to view among the shadows-overhead.
Placing one foot on the lower round be went
up with the agility of a sailor, and Old Tomahawk 8aw him disappear beyond a dark opening which was nothing less than a passagewal
to a garret, the storebouse of the Jittle'trapJ.ler s
treasure.
Of course it was dark where the skins were
stored, too dark to let Trapper Tom's eyPs be of
any service to him, and he stood for a moment
with bis moccasins on the top round of tbe
ladder.
All at once the anxious man below saw him
descend.
The buy came down the ladder with more
than usu ul rapidity, and, as be landed on the
ground. be wheeled upon Olrl Tomahawlt, and
presented a face 'that almost drov~ tbe lfid ian
i::unter forward.
The next instant the boy stood before the
gaunt trailer.
"M.v skins are there yet, Tomahawk,'' said
Trapper Tom, in a cautious wbi•per. "But,
my God! they are wPigbted down with lujunsl"
It was a brief report of a terrible di•covery.
For a second Old ToraabaV1k seemed stunned.
Then be sprung forward and swung to tbe
b~avy door, placing in its proper place the stout
oak barricade.
"Th r ar' Injucs outside, too, boy I" be said,
hoarsely.
CHAPTER Ill.
MORE THAN HIS MATCH.
RED SKINS in the loft overhead, and red-skins

just beyond the cabin door.
Is it a wonder that Trapper Tom looked into
O)d Tomahawk's eyes for a full minute after
the last announcement and {id not articulate a
single syllable¥
He bad been permitted to trap five months in
peace, and no red-skin bad come to frighten him
from bi& trapping-1?round.
He had accumulated a large quantity of the
most valuable pelts, ~nd was looking forward
to the time when h e could astonish tbe managers
of tbe neare$t trading-post with the results of
bis winter with bis traps.
.
But now be bad made a discovery terrible
enough to blanch the cheeks of the bravest
trAppPr.
His peHs had h Pen found by the wily Indian;
a Jot Of tb e !'Pd fi ends were BCtnaJly lying UpOn
them, eud Old Tomahawk had just declared
tbat tbere were others Around tbe rabin.
"Injuns on yer :i;>elts, ehl'" said tbe gaunt
trailer, bard upon his st~rtling announcement,
and "before Trapper Tom C<)uld speak. "Wal,
ef this ain't a pickle, I'm no judge. I saw one
feller, bigger than a grizzly, sr.eakin' outside
tbar when I ebut the door. How many ar'
lfio' on tber skiost"
-

a

"I didn't stop to count them,'' answered ttie
lit tle trapper. "I touched tbe moc1~asin of one.
and beard" others: that was enough."
"They war weitin' for you to come back,
hut they didn't expect me to come along," end
Old Tomahawk smiled. "No, my candy, since
we'l'e in tbe brine an' pretty well pbkled, we've
got t" get out."
"Yes,'' said -the Wood Imp, resolntely.
"Those skins up there are as pl'edous e• my
own, almost. The red skins shall nllt carry one
away . .I haven't trapped ell "inl;er to buy a
Jot of dirt-y Sioux a few gallons ol fire wat•r.
I propoi;e to defend my property to the last
extremity."
"And I'll help you. Trapper Tom I" cried Old
T omahawk as be strode forward aud seized the
boy's band.
" T hem Injuns up in the loft l<eep mighty
still; they don't know that you -cl iscovered
them."
. "I merely touched the moccasin, but I kMw,
all the same, that it covered an lr ·dien's foot.
HB1'k I"
Trapper Tom sprung to the door as be uttered tbe exclamation and listened fc r a moment
witb one ear at tbe portRI. but 111 itb bis face
turner! toward the 11-auut trailer.
Suddenly tbe door was sLruck as with a
clinchPrl band hy some one outside.
"Hello, tbar!" sai d a voice. " Don't you
open your door to a white man "I"
The n•xt instant Old Tomahawk stood at the
boy's side.
"A white m11n 1" be echoed in tones intended
only for Trapper Tom's Pars.
·
"It 'pears to me tbat I ough t to know that
voiee. If it's the man I think it is he's meaner
than the meanest Injun that ev1 r breathed.
Tell him be can't come in now, boy "
.
Trapper Tom was only too eage"' to inform
the speaker that to him and all me1 of bis class
the C'abin was barred, and his ey ~s twinkled
madly as be spoke.
.
''My house is shut to you and tb e Sioux," be
said in firm tones. "Every man's cabin is bi~
ca•tle."
His r eply was answered by a prolonged
whistle, and then by Ii coarse, disdainful
laugh.
"Mighty smart you are, my little beavercatcber," cried the man at the door. "So you
don't open your door to Mountain Pete!"
"I do not."
A minute's silence followed.
.
"lt• isn't afraid to fpeak bis name," whispered Oll:i Tomahawk. "He's bigger than two
common men en' stout as an ox. H e's got an
Injun wife an' Sittin' Bull made him a chief last
summ11r. Mountain P ete, eb1 I know him;
but be doesn't know tbet Old T omahawk is
nigh ."
"He's probably the leader of the Indians who
"have made a descent upon me,'' replied Trapper
'l'om."
" He h elped to advise 'em; that's certain.
But the greasers in the lofi, boy? Sutbin's got to
be done with that party. I'll poke my nose into
the darkness up tbar, an' see what I can
Seel"
Old Tomahawk stepped to the ladder leM!ng

.
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to the store-house of the pelts and began to ascen'1.
"Let me git my fingers on a moccasin!"' be
sllid half audibly to himself. "I'm itcbin' to
close on an Injuri ankle. The boy don't more
than half trust me, an' I don't wonder at it,
seein' wbar be caught me to-night, an'judgin'
.
from my beRuty."
The old fellow by t.his time had reached tbe
top of the ladder. and a part of bis lank figUI·e
had disappeared beyond the opening.
With bated breath and anxious face the boy
trapper watched them from below.
At once Old Tomahawk's hand began to
search the darkness that reigned in the garret.
"Wbar's that lnj•m moccasin Trapper Tom
eays he f elt!" he asked bimselt. "I guess the
boy war- N J I he war not mistaken . .I've
tackled it!"
The next second the lnilian bunter was pulling away at an ankle which his skeleton hand
bad su idenly encircled, and, de~pite the Indian's struggles,. be was drawing him surely tO"
ward him.
"Thar's a. foot in thet moccasin, sure
enough I" he called down to Trapper Tom.
"I've caught a dai•y in the trap that never Jets
up Qtl a victim, H ere he comes! Look out for
a red jump ~ r!"
As be tioisb•d he drew the red-skin to the
opening, and Trapper Tom who bad sprung to
the foot of the latider spruog back at sight of
the red enemy in OM Tomahawk's gnf~p.
The Inibn was a lusty Sioux buck who had
not yet won bis eagle feathers, but he was not too
young to m ake one of a thieving puty whose
golll was the store-house of a lot of valuable
skins.
"He's about yer size. so I'll toss him down to
you!" continu ed Old Tomahawk to tbe little
trapper. "I like to tackle somebody of , my
s ize. L'lok out! H ~re he comes!"
B ~ fore Trapper Tom cauld prepare to meet
th e Indian youth, b e was tumbling bead over
heels down the ladder, and be landed on the
ground so suddenly that the boy involuntarily
retrented.
If the Indian was not OM Tomabawk"s ~qual
he wo.s more than the boy's; but what Trapper T·1m lackad in physique be more than made
up in courage.
Th e Sioux: had sc<trcely touched the ground
before hq was on his reet app 1rently unhurt by
bis swift descent from above, and ready for a
'
_
combat of n11y kind.
"Fight it out, you two!" cried Old Tomaln.wk. "l'm goin' to see how many more's up
her.,," and his feet disappeared from the ladder.
Trapper Tom had no tim~ for •trata11:em.
The young Sioux whose eve~ flash ed like mad
stara appeared like a panther ready for the

The last word was 1tlll on his lips when the
Indian made tbe leap.
For a second the ftgure of Young Eagie
seemed to remain in mid-air and tben the
twain, knife-armed, came together!
It was a collision that. carried both almost to
the door at Trapper Tom's back, and with difficulty they were enabled to keep their feet.
The Wood IQ'.lp aimed a blow at the Indian's
naked breast, but a red arm parrierl it just in
time to save its owner's life, and the next moment the combatRnts went to µie ground.
It was Young Eagle's strength that brought
about the fall; physically, he was lQ.Ore thau a
match for Trapper Tom; but the latter's pluck
stood him in good need when be found himself
the under dog in the fight on the cabin floor.
The Sioux was determined to put a speedy
end to the combat and would have done so if
the boy trapper bad not slipped out f rom under him like an eel and broke from bis gra.~p.
The lndian sprung up with an exclamation
of rage and dashed immediately at the little
trapper.
' Boy's scalp gone nowt" he hissed.
Tllllpper Tom bad but a second in which to
meet the impetuous attack.
The rough wall of the apartment was at his
back and he could not retreat an inch further.
It was the most perilous moment in his career.
Quick as n flash be threw up bis knife arm,
and as the young Sioux descended upon him
like a thunderbolt he struck with all his mi~ht.
This time there was a cry of pain and the
knife fell from the Sioux's hand es he reeled to·
ward the ladder half-way down which w .. s the
figure of Old TomaLawk, a spectator to the
fight.
Trapper Tom did not follow up his success,
but stood where he had de<1lt the blow and
gaz ~d at the Indian.
"I guess I'll keep my scalp!" he said in tones
ot triu~ph. "I'll keep my pelts too, Old
Tomahawk."
"Look out, boy. He'a goin' to make his last
d~r

,

The warping was not spoken a moment too
soon.
The wounded red-skin darted forward like an
arrow suddenly discharged from a Sioux bow,
but not at Trapper Tom.
He passed him 011t of arm's length, and was
at the door before the boy trapper could comprehend bis intention.
"He must.n't git ont!" 1."ried Old Tomahawk.
Trapper Tom realiz~d the situ'l.tion even before the lndian-fiitbter had spoken, but the
Sioux had already ne&rly ac;:omplished his intention.
The little beaver-catcbAr !•Aped forwaril to
spring.
thwart. the Indian. an•i Old Tom'l.hawk made
S carcely eight feet sep1rated the two youths, an effort to reacti tbe spnt at the same time.
and an agile bound would easily clear that inB'1th were too late!
tervlil.
Tbe hqrricadA whirb the rapid hande of
"White trapper die!" s1Jddenly roared the YoU!lg E•e:le wrenched from its plBce was
lndi <tn. "Young Eagle take his sc&lp back to flune: int.a Trapper Tom's fAce, And the IRildPr,
big village l"
shoved from its placR by Old Tomqhawk's ef"If you <!ant" shot Trapper Tom defl.llntly, fort, bad fallen with that worthv to the erounil.
The boy trBpper and bis friend beard the
as with ha5t1Jy-drawn knife he braced himself
to meet the onset as best be could,
door open, and the former caught eight of tho
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wounded Siou::r: es be leaped arross the thresh·
old to lose bim!ielf in the night beyond!
The Indian's escape bed not lasted a minute,
bnt before the beaver-bunter rEwovered from
his astonishment O,d Tomahawk bad ~but tb'e
door again and had it barricaded oncP mar•.
"More'n a handful, warn't he, Tom1" be
asked with a grin es be faced the Wood Imp.
"He's the only red-skin I found among the
pelts-"
·
"But I beard more then one up then•."
"-I don't doubt that," . was tbe response.
"But you see whar tbar's a hole the rats will
git cut."
"A bole?''
"Yes: t.bar's a hole in yer roof big enough to
let an Iajua out. Somehow or other, tbet
. young buck stayed behind. Mebbe he wishes he
hadn't now."
Trapper Tom without reply sprung to the fallen ladder.
"I must see to my pelts. I do not doubt that
the Indians carried off tbe best ones."
"Tbey all seem to be there, but I don't know
bow many you b"d. Mebue you bad better inspect the pile."
Tbe ladder was speedly set bock in its place,
end, provided with a light, Trapper Tom ascended to the loft.
He found abundant evidence th•re of the
visit of more than one Indian, end a hole in the
roof already discovered by Old Tomahawk
showed him how they got away.
He next examined the pre!'ious pelts end
uttered en exclamation of joy when be discovered that, although they had made soft
couches for thEj thieving Sioux, not one bad
been taken.
Yes, they were still safe, but the circumstances that surrouncled them were no guarantee that they would remain so.
He closed the opening in the roof es well a"
be coulp "'ith tbe means then at -his disposal,
and descend ~d to the waiting Indian bunter
with his report.
"I'm glad to bear they're safe," said Old
Tomahawk; "but, my dear boy, you en' yer
pelts ar' just now in a mighty ticklish piece."
"Ticklish or not, sir, I'm going to stay here
and keep them or lose my ><•a!pl" was tbe an·
swtir. "Let the Sioux corue, Tomahawk, What
I've toiled for through rain, snow and sleet, I
shAll dPfend with the last drop of my blood!"
Old T<.lmabewk "tPpped back encl eyed the
)ittle trapper proudly for a moment.
"You're little, but thar's a 1tiant's grit in
you!" be sncldenly PXclaimed. "If you . could
tr~ 't O);i Tomahawk altogether,• we could be
fnends.
'"I can do that!" said Trapper Tom. and the
next moment he buried his baud in Old Tomahawk's palm.
CHAPTER IV.
A STORY AND A SHOT.

OLD TOMAH.A.WK believed that be bad closed
the cabin door just in time behind the wounded
Indian whose escape had been so sudden as to
startle the boy trapper.
It was not likely that Mountain Pete, the
renegade, and his companions bad taken their

(~eparture,

and the old scalp-bunter believed as
w1 II he might, that the end· was ne>; yet.
For a moment the oceupents of the cabin
stood face to face with (']asped bands, and when
tbey stepped apart, a frieudsbip which death
only could break bad been formed.
"We've got to prepare fer a re. ~'lar tussle,"
said Old Tomahawk. "The Injuns bave 5c•nt·
ed the plunder, en' they're not goin' back without it if they kin, help it. I kno ·v Mountain
Pete an' the whole posse out tbar only too well,
an' I celkerlate that some ov 'em ht .Te beard ov
Old Tomahawk."
"If they have not, th ey will form bis ecqu ointance, eh, my friend?"
"Wal, th ey will," was tbe re.ply, its the eve~ of
the Indian hunter twinkled savagely. "Who Vs
yer stock ov ammunition, boy?"
Trapper Tom replied by showing his new
friend a sma ll kell.' of powder, a lot of bells,
witJh lead and molds for more, an additional
rifle, and two£ xtra revolvers.
Old Tomahawk pronounced the little arsenal
"a.good' lay -out," and remarked that Mountain
P ete end hh friends would meet with a warm
recept ion if they openly attacked tbe c• bin.
Contrary to Trapper Tom's expectations, the
.minutes passed without bringing on opeu hOstilities.
He thought that the wounded Indian's escape
would be swiftly foJowed by an att,ack, but Old
T omahawk assured him that the set outside bad
their beads together and were plotting some
new devilment.
During t be calm, tbe pelts stored in tbe loft
of tbe cabin were carri•d. below end piled in
one corner that they might be bett er defended.
It was feared tbat as the Ind ii n!!' who had
been concealed among tbe skins bad escaped by
tbtJ roof, they would return by the ~ a me cbaanel
during en attack on the cabi and get away
witb the precious booty.
The si~bt of the results of Ton's trapping
season gl addened tbe eyes of Old Tomahawk
when tbey _formed a great heap in cne corner of
the little ap: rtment.
There "'ere "kins of all tbe fur-beerir g animalq of that portion of the great Nortbwe•tfoxes, beaver. mink, muskrat and marten, with
soma £-legant beer robes end .,-olf-skins.
Trapper Tom's eyes glowed wit.h pride as be
surveyed the heap, and be mentally vowed that
they should not pass from bis han<}s into the
posseSFion cf a lot of red-skins.
His knowledge of traps and trapping bed
stood him in good need; he bed accumulated fur
enough to permit him to retire from the business
with a competence that would piece him beyond
toil.and went.
We need not. des!'ribe the feeling~ with which
the occupants of the isolated cabin a waited the
. att.llck they both expected.
Not. a souild disturbed the vigils oP tbe night,
and Old Tomahawk ascended to tl:e loft n ore
1 ban once, and peering through th• crevices in
the roof, saw the stars that be1mtified the cloudless sky.
"It kinder mystifies me," be said. atlts?:
"This stillness doesn't mean tba.t Mountain
Pete an' bis red pards have said 'Good·bJ::,
Trapper Tom,' an' gone home, Tell that halt·
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blood whar thar's a dressed beaver-hide, an'he'll
get it er lose bis hair!"
The light that. dimly illumined Trapper Tom's
C!lbin burned low, and was not revived when it
at last bade the two friends adieu.
. Th~ long ni~ht at last drew to a close, and the
boy trapper nailed the first gray streaks of
.dawn with a crv of delight.
"iliorning! Look, Tomahawk! We will know
·aomet;hing now."
Sure enough, morning bad come again.
Trapper Tom's first bound was to a crack between the logs, and soon be was eagerly surveyin~ the premises outside.
"Tbev have gone, sure enough!" he exclaimed. "Tomahawk, there isn't an Indian in
sight."
·
.
Au investigation by the old Indian-hunter
provecf the truth of the boy's observation, but
the door was not unbarred nor was the vigilance tor a moment relaxed.
The light grew stronger as the day advanced,
and the sharp eyes of the boy trapper perceived a dark-red line that extended from the
cabin toward the river.
This was undoubtedly the blood-trail of Young
EJgle, the Sioux whom he had wounded in the
encounter in the but.
Trapper Tom felt a fierce triumph tugging at
bis beart ·strings while his eyes followed the red
trail; be bad cut the young Indian deeply, yet
he vearned to follow the trail to the end.
Tue sun came up and dissipated the last
•hadows of nigh t ; it showed Trapper Torn and
Old Tornabawk tbe surroundings of the cabin,
but not a r ed-skin did it r eveal.
"Met>be tbev have departed, but not for long,"
said the la ·' k Indian-hunter. "What have you
got for breakfast!"
This question carried the Wood Imp to his
backwoods larder, whose contents con>isted at
that moment of some exc ~llent bear-meat, a
wild turkey, and a haunch of cold venison.
With this spread before them, the two friends
ate a hearty breakfast, for the vigils of the nignt
ju>t pas>ed had sharpened their appetites.
"Now," ~aid Old Tomahawk, as be settled
back from tbe fea•t, "l'll tell you a fnnnyst.ory
b efore Moun >.ain Pata an' bis pards come back.
Wh ~ n I asked you H you found a stake in one
corner ot this cabin when you took possession
of it, you looked at me an' yer eyes said:
'Is Old romalla wk crazy ?' Wal, I'm not crazy
n ow, boy, ef I war once. About t en years ago
1 war pro>pactin' somawhar, an' I run across a
vein ov gold thet war a -dandy. I war alone,
h·1t the gold war to be had fur the pickin' up.
Now, you'll open yer eyes afore I git through;
but l'm ready to swear to every word I say.
Wal, wbar I found the gold I built a cabin an'
stayed thar awbile till I ha:l accumulated nuggets enough to place O ld Tomabawk forever
beyond want. I built mv cabin, I recollect,
right over the mouth ov ther sbatt I bad sunk,
an' had the secret all to myself. At last I concluded to go back to wbar l had started from,
so I covered tber mouth of the shaft, drove a
st•ke in one corner of the shanty, covered up
all-traces ot gold, an' pulled out.
"On my way back I war captured by a lot
of Sioux who tied me to an unbroken horse an'
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gave the animile the whir,. Heaven knows
whar that mad critter didn t run to. When I
came to my senses whar do you think I wart
I war lyin' on a board in a minin'-camp away
down in Colorado, an' ther miners had tied me
hast to prevent me from .wand'rin' off. I had
been tbar fer three months, crazy 11s a loon . oil
the time, talkin' about a gold-mine, an' tryin'
tar draw a map ov the route to it on the ?."round.
I say that war nigh ten years' ago, Tr!!pper
Tom. Since that time I've triad a thousand
times to find'tbat shanty, but my mind's forgot
the route. I can't tell what the shanty looks
like, but I do know that I planted a stake in
one corner, an' notbin' more. Of late rrve given
up all tbonghts of ever seein' it a?."ain, an' took
t'.3 hunti,n' the Sioux thet tiPd me to thet horse.
Somawhar t.het cabin stands to-day, an' under
it is a gold mina tbet would create a sensation.
I've heard ov lone cabins in the mountains, au'
I've tramped to every one; but no siake in the
corner. It's been disaJ5p'intment year arter
year. Wban 1 think too hard my bead aches
an' I feel as if tber crazy spell war comin' back.
Tbet's wby I asked you last night, boy, whether
thar war a stake in one corner of this sbanty
when you came here. Old Tomahawk's story
is a queer one, don't you. think1 but every word
is as true as preachiu'."
The old fellow ceased and his eyes wandered
first to one corner and then to another.
His story and his manner of telling it had
impressed Trapper Tom.
"I'd like to help you bunt your lost gold
mine,'' be said.
"It's no use. Tb.et shanty is lost ferever.
S3me day a storm will tear it to pieces an' a lot
ov re1 greasers will find the bonanz~; but to
Old T•imabawk it is forever lost. H I only
could remember the shape ov the shanty an'
the profile ov the kentry thet surrounded it I
might run across it . oma time; but tbesa tbiagg
hitve passed. out ov my bead. No. I gu!lss l'il
fight Injuns ther rest ov my life."
Old Tomahawk ended with a la.ugh, which
was supplemented by tbe sharp crack of a rifle.
Tile next second Trapper Tom leaped to bis
feet and then staggered back, a red spot showing itself on his s1Joulde1· where the buckskin
coat was torn.
"Winged I" cried Old Tomahawk, as be
sprung. to the boy's sirle, rifle in hanci and eyes
flashing madly. " I guess I know whose compliments tbat w,ar."
By this time the boy trapper bad recovered,
and he opened bis trapping-coat tn see the mark
of tha bullet which bad entered tbe cabin between two logs.
"Who fired that shot¥" be cried between
clinched teeth. " Was it th01t young Indian I
cut~''

"No. Judgin' from the size ov this bullet,
Trapr,er Torn . I'd call the shooter Mountain
Pete,' anrl Old Tomaba"'k b•ld up to th~ boy's
gaze a large bullet be had t11keo from its bed in
the cabin wall.
CHAPTER V.
TRAPPER TOll(S GRIT.

THAT one sharp shot wa$ followed by the
most pMfoi.lnd silence.
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Old Tomahawk sprung from Trapper Tom's
gfde to the cblnk~ith a growl of rage similar to
that which issues from the throat of a maddened tiger.
His eyes swept the scenery on the outside,
but the figure of the man who bad fired the shot
was ·not to be seen.
"Just as I expected; the coward is afraid to
show himself," he said after watching for a
moment. "It was Mountain Pete-that's sartain."
Trapper Tom by this time bad examined bis
wound, which was a slight flesh one, although
blood bad flowed profusely, and now stood at
Old Tomahawk's side with rifle cocked and a
pair of eager eyes on the alert.
"Pshaw I what's the use ov watchin' fer 'em?"
exclaimed the Indian-fighter in tones of disgust.
"I bate a man what won't fight fair, an' thet1s
why I despise Mountain Pete."
1
"We'll catch him yet," said the boy.
"I hope so. I've been wanting to lay bands
on that bound fer years. I'd rather settle with
him an' his pards than find the cabin with the
stake in the corner."
Nothing more was said.
The sun came up, touched the meridian, and
crept slowly down the decline toward the
west.
Since morning nCltbing bad occurred to disturb the serenity of the landscape that surrounded Trapper Tom's cabin.
It seemed as though an Indian foot had not
pressed the ground for years.
"I'd like to know what's in my traps," said
Trapper Tom as be watched the long shadows
of the trees fall across his hut. "There was
one beaver in them last night; there may be
more, and I am anxious to increase my store of
pelts."
" Better fot them traps take keer ov them
selves," said Old Tomahawk.
"And losa my beaver?" cried the boy.
"Wal, ye1i."
" I'll never do that," was the firm respcnse.
"I'm going to see what my traps have caught."
"To night?~
"To night!"
Old Tomahawk looked at the Wood Imp, but
made no reply.
"I know the way and Mountain Pete And bis
r d pards have no terrors for me," Trapper
Tom said, looking up into the dark eyes of the
old Indian-hater. "Woe to the rascals if they
have meddled with my property. Tomahawk,
I'm going to ask you to keep house till I come
beck. When the sun has fairly set, I'm off."
Still t.h~re was no answer.
Old Tomahawk leaned against the wall end
eppe~rerl to be burier! in thought.
"Maybe he's trving to IO<'ete tbe lost cabin."
thought Trapper Tom. '.:.Didn't be say aw bile
ago that when he thinks harrl about ·it be ·reel9
like be'• going back to insanity? I hope he'll
never gat that way again.''
The litrle trapper bustled about and got ready
to go to the bayou where ho bad set the beavertreps.
He was curiously watched by the Indian-hunter who neither ,temonstrated, nor uttered a
syllable.
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The moment came and Trapper Tom, armed
to the teeth, •tepped to the door.
"Watch till l come back, Tomahawk," be
said as the old bunter laid bis band on the bar·
ricades. "I'll bring traps and beaver, and,
possibly, a scalp."
Then Old Tomahawk spoke. "Be keerful
that you bring your own back," he said.
"Whar yer traps ar' thar may be bigger game
than beaver."
That was all.
The door was opened by the lndiim-hater, and
Trapper Tom glided across tbe tlireshold to bear
the barricades replaced behind him.
The boy-trapper felt the situation in which
-..._
be was placed.
More than two miles stretched between him
and the bayou where he had left bis traps the
night before.
The sun tad gone down and tbe forest that
bordered the little stream was full of shadows,
such as are sometimes cast by a watery moon.
The twigs bent but did not break beneath the
trapper's feet for bis steps were light, and at
times be seemed to glide over the ground without the least noise.
He no longer mistrusted Old Tomahawk, but
looked upon the Indian-hater es a friend whom
,be could trust in the hour of danger and need.
Trapper Tom took the straight cut to the
bayou because b~ was eager to reach it and inspect bis traps.
As be hurried along he kept ears and eyes on
the alert, for he could not forget tUe villain
whose bullet bad nearly put an end to his life.
At last be saw the trees that fringed the hasin loom up before him, and quicke11ed his
steps.
Three minutes later be was stooping over the
first trap, attached to which he found a large,
fat be11ver, whose pelt would rejoice the eye of
the trader.
Jt did not take him long to secure trap and
animal to his back, then be hurried to the second trap which also held a beaver.
Trspper Tom for the moment forgot Mountain Pete and bis friends, and thought only of
t.he j!ame be would di•play to Old Tomahawk
on bis return to the cabin.
" If the last trap is equally lucky, I will be
satisfied I" be ejaculated.
A minute later he was kneeling over the third
trap.
Another beaver!
Trapper Tom allowed an exclamation of ~oy
to escape bis lips as he drew the sleek but lifeless animal frcm the water, and with an air of
triumph be s"ung the prize upon bis back.
"Now for the old sbenty !"be said. "I'll
open O ld Tomahawk's eyes with my luggage
when I g-et baC"k I"
He reached for tbe rifle be bad placed a1111inst
a tree while j!etting the last trap, but es his
fingers touched it he heard e ndse, and a fi~ure
f~ IJ astride bis arm from tbe branches overlfead.
Trapper Tom started back with a cry of
horror.
"Indians!"
"Injuns an' worse!" w!l!l the response, as
from every tree something human in shape, but
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p~ntbPr-like, dropped to the ground and surrounded him.
Tbe first one bad broken the Wood Imp's
. grip on bis rifle. anrt too astonished to draw his
revolver, be fonnd himself in the center of a
circle calculated to terrify the bravest bunt1Jr.
But the boy still clung to bis traps and beaver.
"I know you!" bEt said fearlessly to tbe leader
of the band, who towered before him ltke a
giant. "You're the meanest buman in these
P!lrts, and men have nicknamed you Mountain
~tel"

In response · to this accusation there was a
grin, and then a coarse, brutisb laugh from tbe
man addressed.
"Moun tain Pete I am, my little cbipp'r.
Why don't you stay at home wben I'm abou c.1
Got a good load ov fat beaver thar, I see-that's
just wnat we want."
·
Trapper Tom instinctively recoiled a step
at MouaGain Pete's last words, so suggestive of
forcible robbery.
He forgot that be was entirely snrroundedtbat there were Indians at his back as relentles3
as tbo'e in bis froot.
"Retreatin' won't save yer traps," Mountain
Pete continued. "Just drop 'em on tbe ground
without ceremony."
Wbat! Give up bis beaver to a lot of villainous Sioux, led by a dastardly raneg11.da!
Tbe tbougbt lit up tbe boy trappe='s eyes
with a deflrnt fl.'.J.sh.
" Tbes;i beaver are mine l" be said.
"But we want 'em-don't you see!'
"Well, you can't bave them!"
"C rn't, hey, my chipp ~ r! We'll take wbat
you've l'[Ot byer an' then help ourselves to all
you've got at born e !"
Mount~ Pete strode toward Trapper Tom as
the lasr, w1ris rung from bis throat.
Tbe dark -skin 1ed ren egade looked Ii ire a fiend
incarnate, for t1e lightnings of greed and madness sbot from bis eyes.
"Traps an' beaver!-drop 'em!" be roared.
Tbe next instant the prechm g:tme, witb the
traps to wbicb it was still attached, dropped at
the boy trapoer's feet.
"That's sensible," S3id Peto. "Better give
up yer traps than ver h'ar!"
Trapper Tom bi t hi3 lip> at these words, end
-the next instant bis foot was pressing down tbe
springs of the traps.
He worked like one who thoroughly understood what he was d'ling ar.d 11.lmo<t before one
of tb 1 red circle cou11 divine bis obj ect, be bad
j9I'ked tbe tbree trap• from th e ground and was
s wi n~ing them a round his h"l'1d !
"Take my beaver, but with the compliments
of the traps that caught tbecn!" fell from his
lips as he started forward.
'
Mountait1 Pete saw the maddened boy's intention and threw up his hands to frustrate him,
but. toobte.
Amid a rattle of chains, the heavy Iron traps
struck him full in the face, and, unable to ke~p
his feet, so terrible was the blow dealt with
Trapper Tom's entire stren~th, that be reeled
b_ick a pace and dropped to t.ne ground 1 ·
Tbe Wood Imp with an exulting cry leaped
over the renegade's prostrate body, but with a
~re of yelling red-skins at hi~ heels.

A dozen bands were thrust out to grasp him,
but be was just beyond their..-each, and whirling.suddenly, he dashed the traps in the face of
tillf foremost, sending him bleeding to the
ground like a person struck fair by a pugilist.
Tbis last stroke checked the yelling band for
a moment and gave Trapper Tom a breatbingspell.
"Now for a run for my scalp I" he said to
himself, and the next instant he wheeled and
dasbed through the forest like a deer!
It was, indeed, to be a race for life, for he
had not executed three bounds ere be found the
yelling miscreants at his beels.
On'e by one he threw the traps from him into
the forest, then tightening bis belt and loosE>ning bis revolver for an emergency wbich be
boped would n~ver come, be snmmoned all his
strength to bis aid and taxed his racing powers
to their utmost.
His goal was the cabin where be had left Old
Tomabawk; but could be reach it?
He had run before, but never from a lot <JI_
lodians who wanted his scalp.
He bad been chased by bears and w9unded .
bucks, but now an enemy more relentless than
either was in bis wake. with yells tbat made
the welkin ring, and with ready knife and tomabawk whetted for bis sk11ll.
'
On, on went the boy trapper, tearing through
the wood3, leaping logs and stumps like one
ma.d.
Such an exciting chase those forest trail~ bad
never seen before.
But Trapper Tom's efforts seemed bopeJe5s.
Tbe red-skins came down upon him like a
pack of wolves.
"We'll fl~bt it ont, then!" he suddenly exclaimer!; and, wheeling ~uddenl v, he cor>fronted
the yelling gang witb outstretched .r evolver.
Instant! y the fnremost recoil.,d, but in spite
of this the Wood Imp touched the trigger and a
giant brave leaped into the air to fall back
dead!
CHAPTER VI.
IN THE NICK OF TIME.
FOR neRr!y a minute the undaunt~d boy stood
erect and pouret.I tbe cont.ents of his revolver
into tbA ranks or t!Je rerl-skins.
The Sioux reeled from the deadly flashes, e.11.d
several went to the ground with the lP.aden compliments of the boy trapper in their brain.
It was a wild •cane, and one which the red
survivors would not soon forget.
Su ch a fight, maintained on the boy's part
against such terrible odds, could not last long.
H e bad driven tbe Indians back a few vaces,
but they would surely prove victors in the eud.
Trapper Tom was not far from the cabin,
near enough at least for Old Tomahawk to rush
to his rescue. if so dispnsed; but the giant Indian-bunter did not show himself.
Sudclenly the red-skins and the little trapper
seemed to meet.
They actually came together, and In the
twinkling of an eye the boy's arm wes knocked
down, the weapon torn from bis grasl?, and he
wlls overpowered by a dozen infuriated red
demons.
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The battle was over, and Trapper Tom realized bis danger when he found loimself a prisoner
with four dead Indians on the grountl at bis
feet., eppeahng mutely to the living to avenge
their death.
In the midst of the menacing knives and
tomahawks, and the mad, glaring eyes of bis
captors, th .. little beaver-catcher stood erect and
gave them look for look like a hero.
He fully expected to be brained on the spot,
but tl:)e Indians, instead of treating him thus,
started back toward tbe bayou, from whose
shores bis race for life bad begun.
"White boy go back to where he bit .the Yellow Chief," said a dozen voices, in response to
Tom'• questioning look.
" Which meuns that I r..m to confront Mountain PPte, tl\e villain whom I felled with the
traps," tbou'gbt the boy. "I will nob meet with
a very cordial reception, but I guess I can st&nd
the interview."
As the distance from the place of bis capture
to the spot where be bad left Mountain Pete
seneeless on the ground was not great, be was
soon confronted by the dark giant whose face
already swollen rendered him in aspect more
ferocious tba n ever.
His eyes seemed to become balls of fire as they
ali~bted on Ttapper Tom.
' Caught yeu, did they.young tiger?" be exclaimed as a stride carried him to where the
beaver-cutcbei: stood watched by tl!e red-skin•.
"Look at my face! It is your infernal worktbe compliments ov your beaver-traps! I'm
Mountain P ete, more'n half wildcat. I've a
not.ion ter >kin yer alive!"
These ferncious sentences were hissed from
the depths of the renegade's heart.
He towered like a mountain above the boy,
and tbreatenetl to fall u-;><>n him and crush him
at any moment.
Without a quaver Trapper Tom faced the
forest de~perarln, and gave him look for look.
The anger of Mountain 4'•w increased.
He raved, beat the air with his fi~ts, anti once
or twice hid bis bands on Tr11pper Topi's
shoulders and shook him till bis teeth chatterfd.
"Tie the youne: imp tn yon tree!" he suddenly thundered to the red-skins. "Never minrl bis
feet. Tie him by his bands only, and givA him
five feet ov r ope. I want to see the young daisy
dance."
Trapper Tom knew what these words meant.
· He was to be whipped by the giant, unmercifully.flogged until, perhaps, lacerated by the
cutting withes, be should fall at his torturer's
feot dead.
"'
EagP.r to do Mountain Pete's bidding, the
Sioux carried the Wood Irnp to the tree designated by tbe despe arlo's finger, and in less than
five minutes he was secured to it by a lariat
which hound his wrists together, and allowed
him five fePt of corr!.
"Now cut open bis .i•cket on the back and
get me a doz•n good switches."
Mountain Pete took ' a fiend's delight in issuing
these commends.
Need we say that -they were promptly
obeyedl
A keen knife that bad no respect for Trapper
l'om's flesh ripped open his trapping-coat on the
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back, and expnwed tbe white skin to the eyes of
the bloorltliirst:v crowd.
A doz•n Jong swi tches bad been thrown at
Mountain Pete"s feet, and selecting ooe, be
raisecl it suddenly aloft ar d bade the red-skins
stand back.
As the whip cut the air and was about to descend upon the little trapper's-back, be t,hrew a
look over bis shoulder and caught the dark
giant's eye.
"Wbat means -t.bet look?" demand~d Mountain Pete lowering the whip and strioing to the
boy's side.
"Interpret it as you please," was the reply.
" It means vengeance, doesn't it, boy!"
Trnpper Tom's lips sbut hard but there was
no reply.
" When I'm through with you, I'll not be
afraid ov yer vengeance," laughed the renegade
coarsely. "When I whip a men he n~ver hurts
anybody afterwards."
Again Mountain Pete stepped back and once
more up went the whip.
"Drop tbet slick I" rung suddenly through
the forest in tones that startled every one.
The Indians with one accord wheeled toward
that point of the compass from whence the
sound bed come.
" Who said tbet~" demanded Mountain Pete.
"A man what has sworn tbet tbet boy sba'n't
be w bippedl" was t.he response.
.
''Who ar you!"
"Your better, Mountain Pete I Throw down
thet stick!"
Tbere was a menace in the command, but the
renegade hesitated.
I
Tbe Indians and all who looked could allJlost I
see the speaker.
If the moon b11d been full and bright, they
could have distinguished bis figure despite the
sbadows of the trees.
"I ought to know tbet voire,'' mnrmnred
Mountain .t'ete, and then be turned to the boy
trapper with the inquiry, "Do you know tbet
interferer, boy!"
Of course Trapper Tom knew tre voice which
bad spoken among the fore•t trees, and at the
fir•t, ,,..ord his heart bad le»ped for joy.
Old Tomahawk was out there, and though the
bl>aver catcher could not see him, be could picture him erect with bis deadly repeating rifle
at his shoulder while be covered Mountain
PetP.
"Do you know tbet man ·out tbarf Speak I"
thundered the renegade at Trapper Tom's ear.
"Ov course he knows me," came the response
from where the interferer stood. "We've j'ined bands in friendship and Old Tomahawk's
goin' ter do bis part."
"Old Tomahawk!"
Mountain Pete f11irly recoiled as be utt•red
the Tndian hunter"s name.
"Know me. [ •ee!" laughed Old Tomaba" k.
"Now, will you drop thet stick!''
The trimmed hough wbicb bad oot l?Ot to
touch the boy trapper's fle•b fell to the grou d
followed by an oath from Mountain Pete's
lips.
"Now, cut the IHtle clipper loose."
This comm1md seemed too much for the Indians who had not forgotten that four of t.Petr
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comrades had fallen by Trapper Tom's revolver."
" Stand back you red cut-tbroats, er I'll shoot
my way to whar be stands!" cried Old Tomahawk. "By Jebosaphatl I'm worse than two
minute p'isen when I'm stirred up. What ar'
you goin' to do?" ·
"Give him tbe youngster," said Mountain
Pete in low tones inteuried only for the ears of
the incensed Indians. "We can get him ag'in
when we want 'im. Old Tomahawk has the
drop on ther hull lot ov ui. an' be is p'isen when
he's r'iled. More'n one Injun keows this."
The question was sudfl enly settled by a stalwart red-skin wbo leaped toward Trapper Tom
knife in band, and the glittering blade descended
not into the boy's bosom, but upon the lariat
and the :ittle trapper steppe<l. back free.
" Tbet's sensible," said Old Tomahawk wbo
seemed €0 possess the eyes of an owl. "Come
this way, boy. I've go~ the drop on the bull
crowd."
TrappP.r Tom started toward his rescuer, but
the following moment, with a wild y ~ll of defiance and resistance, a young Indian threw
himseIf in bis path.
"Young E-1gle.i• here !" pealed from the newcomer's throat. "Tbe white trapper's knife did
not flud bis heart in his cabin. He shall not go
to the sca lper wbo c•llg him in the forest, but be
and Young Eigle will fb:ht llgain."
Trapper ·rom bad already r ecognized the
sp•aker a• the young Si vux wi th whom be bad
had a scuflb in bis cabin, an event already describerl, anrl be fully expecr.ed to be charged at
once by the infuriated red ·skiu.
"Get out ov tbe wav thnr, an' let thet voung
cltap out." calle•I ou ~ Ohl Tomahawk to Young
E1gle who was standing bis ground with flashiog eves.
·
"He shall f!.Ot e3cape Young Eagle's hand!"
was the answer.
The n(lX'· s•cond there run~ out the sharp re ·
port of a rifle and ttre boy Sioux reeled a way as
the knife h ~ clu tched dropped from bis band.
Trapper Tom saw bis opportunity, and before
the startled crowd CJUld int&rfere or detain bim
he was bounding toward Old Tomahawk like a.
deer.
Tne effect of the shot was electric'11.
Just as the boy trapper reached his rescuer, a
dozen rifhs launched their contents after him,
but the balls whistled harmlessly over bis bead
or buried themselves in the tre•s near by.
"A close shave, ell, Trapper Tom!" ejaculated
Old Tomahawk, as be received the little beavercatcber. "Wbar's yer traps a.n' yer beaverbut above 1111, whar's ver rift ~ !"
In a word. almost, ·Trapper Tom told the story
of his unlucky j ourney to his traps.
"Lost '.im all, I see," said the lodian-figbter.
"Wal, you've got more. Thet young r e1 turned up when you didn't look for 'im! I've bed
things o~ur tbet way fer me. We'll go b11.ck
now. wm to tbern reds ef they foller!"
The last sentence was spoken in tones calculated for otbAr ears than Trapper Tom'8, and
the old sc,.Jper and bis pard turned their faces
toward the cabin.
Though the Indians wanted their blood, they
did uot bouud after tnem like a pack of wolves.

A man-a giant called Mountain Pete-held
them hack.
"Let 'em go," be said. "We'll win at the
eud ov t'ie game. What's a man an' a. boy
ag'in' twenty men like us?"
Old Tomahawk and Trapper Tom reached
the old cabin without molestation, and the boy
bad scarcely crossed the threshold ere a hand
encircled bis arm.
"l've made a tiiskiverv, boy, an' I'll strike a
light an' sbow you," said the scalper.
Trapper Tom stood still with a great deal of
difficulty, but a moment after a light bad been
struck be uttered an exclamation of amazement.
There was a large vole in one corner of the
cabin.
"The long lost shanty, Tomaha.wkr' he
cried as be bounded to it.
Old Tomahawk smiled assent.
CHAPTER VII.
DARK

SUS.PICIONS.

IF it was trul' that the Indian-fighter bad rediscovered the long-lost gold-mine, then, indeed,
would the cabin be defended to the last ex·
tremity.
Trapper Tom could scarcely credit his senses
as he gazed into th11 pit over which Old Tomahawk held the light, while there was a broad
grin on bis face.
"You had hardly got to ye!' traps when I
made up my miud ter search under this
sbao ty," be said. " You hed told me tbet tbar
warn't a stake in one ov tbe corners when you
came here, but I resolved to bunt anyhow. I
began in thet corner over tbar, but the hunt
didn't pan out very o;yell, ;;o I came to this one.
All at once, boy, I struck a board tbet waro't
altogether decayed an' I knew at once I bad hit
a lead ov some kind. Tbe nexb minute I went
down into a bole up to my .vaist an' then sunk
cl'ar out ov sight. Tbis is the old shanty, an'
no mistake, Trapper Tom. How would you
like to trade yer pelts for this bonanza!"
The young beaver-catcher laugbej at Old
Tomahawk's idea, and glanced slyly a.t the
precious skins piled up in one corner of the but.
"The reason I didn't hear you shoot is because I war in the mine at tbet time," continued Old Tomahawk. "When I bad made
sure thet I bed found the old cabin, I locked op
an' started arter you with the good news. I .
imagine thet I got to the bayou just in the
nick ov time."
•
•
"That yon did, TomahS>"k, a.nd I'm thankful
for your assistance. Without it Mountain Pete
would have used bis switches on my bare back
with terrible effect."
"Wal, be would! Thet villain don't know
what mercy is. I know ov an Injun wife what
war whipped to death once, an' he warn't a
thousand miles off when the deed war done,
either."
"Not so bad as that, I hope."
"Wait till you know 'im better and you
won't doubt," said Old Tomahawk. "i3ut see
here. We'll bide the mouth ov the mine for th•
present. When we have some leisure on our
bands we'll explore it together. I mustn'~ forget tbat I'm here on business-hunting InjUDI.
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I went sc-alps, and when I should have fifty I
have but one. It's a sbame, Trapper Tom."
A t Old Tomahawk's suggestion the two companions set to work end concealed tbe opening
m tbe earth by covering it carefully with
,boards upon wb1ch were piled the pelts.
Wben the work was completed everything
looked so natural that nobody wou"td have susp· cted Lbat the valuable skins bid everything,
tint a small portion of tbe cabin flqor.
lt was now getting on toward midnight and
Old Tomahawk proposed that Trapper Tom
should take a nap while Ile guarded the cabin
and its treasures.
To this the boy at first objected, but when
the Indian-fighter told him that a nap in the
fore part of the night would prepare him for
guud duty in the after pa.r t, he took a new rifl.e
to the couch be was to occupy and lay down on
bis couch of skins.
For a while be kept awake talking in low
tones to Old Tomahawk who had taken up a
stet.ion near the door where he could bear the
slightest movement by a foe outside, but at lest
sleep asserted its powers, and the figure of the
old Sioux bater faded from bis vision.
Whether Trapper Tom was disturbed by
dreams or not, he awoke at the end of an hour
and found ~be interior of the cabin wrapped in
darkness.
.
When be fell asleep a light was burning on
the rough table that the room 6ontained, and
Old Tomahawk's ungainly shadow lay on the
c11bin well, but now 'he could not see bis band
when placed before bis face, and the stillness
was weird-like and most profound.
'!'be Wood Imp at first thought nothing of all
this.
He believed that Old Tomahawk had let the
ligbt go out, and that he-tbe Jndian·figbterwas somewhere in the cabin with every sense
on tbe alert.
For several minutes the boy trapper listened
attentifely.
"I don't hear the old fellow breathe," he Paid
to himself. "It cannot be tbat he has fallen
asleep. He said-"
Trapper Tom paused abruptly and held his
breath.
A very distinct whisper had come down from
above.
Instantly, but without noise, Trapper Tom
ro~e from tbe couch with his right hand touching the hilt ot bis bunting.-knife.
.
"Tbere's somebody in the loft," he said to
himself, and then be repeated bis companion's
name several times in cautious tones, but re~eived no response.
"He is not here; he is in the loft and it was
his voice I beard," be thought as his indigna·
tion rose. "Tbis is tbe man who bas promised
me friendship! For all I know, be may be in
league with somebody not much better than
Mountain Pete."
Trapper Tom, at this time, was groping
about in tbe darkness with an object in view.
All at once his fingers touched the ladder that
communicated witb the loft.
".I'll see about this whispering in the garret,"
be said as be went upward, round over round,
with the knife still crutched in his hand.
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It was en excitln~ moment for Trapper Tom,
for be did not know wbo he might encounter
amid. the darkness of the garret..
He was certain that be had heard a human
voice there, and now that Old Tomahawk was
not to be found iD tbe main room of the cabiu,
be believed that the voice was that worthy·~.
He did not pause; more than one-half of his
body was above tjle opening, and then I e
listened intently, for looking was out of tle
question.
"He's only a boy, but he's got tbe grit ov a
man," be beard a voice say, in tones so distinct
tbat be believed he could have touched the
speaker with an outstretched hand. ·'. I'm goin'
ter stay with 'im a while yet. Skins1 I never
saw such beaver-pelts in all my life. He's got a
lay-out -down-stairs that'd set a tradin'·post
crazy. You ougbter see 'em, Owen."
Owen!
Trapper Tom started at tbe name spoken by
Old Tomahawk.
There was a conspiracy against him.
Old Tom ~ bawk bad told a partner aboul; the
va).ue ot bis bides, and for a moment be felt like
Sf,ndiog a bullet through tbe old Indian-fighter's
head.
••Go down, now, en' come to tber front
door," continued Old Tomahawk. "It wouldn't
de. fer ye to gi& into th e shanty the way the
Sioux 11ot one last night. When yo11 knock I'll
waken Tom an' tell 'im tbet e friend ov mine is
at the door. He'll trust me, an' we'll be togel her
to ther end ov the trail. I'm 11lad ye'r' bere,
Owen, Now go 'round to tbe door."
With this last word Trapper Tom slid down
the ladder end threw llimself upon the couch he
bell just left.
He believed that be bad caught Old Tomabaw kin an act of treachery, and he resolved to
thwart it.
"You don't catch me napping, you old curmudgeon!" be grated. "l will see "'betbH
Owen, whoever he i~, gets in here to-night.
Be careful, Old Tomahawk, or you will never
get to work tbe mine yon have rediscovered."
He now beard Old Tomahawk descending the
ladder, and pretended to be asleep, in order to
let tbe Indian-hater carry out a part of the programme.
The reader may imagine tbe impatience with
which the boy trapper waited :tor tbe prearranged signal.
Suddenly it was beard so distinctly that
Trapper Tom almost sprung from bis couch.
"Who's tbar1" he beard Old Tomahawk say,
es bis figure glided to tbe door.
There was a reply in tones wbich the boy
treppe1· could not rlistinguish.
.
"Pard," suddenly said Old Tomahawk, as his
band swooping downward in tbe darkness fell
on the boy's arm. "l'ard, thar's a friend outside."
Trapper Tom was on bis feet in a moment.
"Whose friend1" be asked.
"Yours and mine."
" More yours than mine, eh, Old Toma·
hawk!"
"P'r'aos."
"Tbat1s what I thought, Tell him that he
can't come in I"
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meaning of course the Sioux, llad come
back.
If Old Tomahawk and Trapper Tom bad in·
nugurated a scout they would bave discovered
a number of shadowy figures amoc.g the trees
tbat grew obout the cabin.
There were more than twenty in number,
Ion~."
Old Tomahawk passed 'llf"apper. Tom on his naked to the waist, and quite ferocious in as·
wa.Y t.o tbe r.ahin-do6r, but l!le boy spr•.mg from pect.
Owen made good his escape, and just in time
the bit of candle be bad just lit and clutched
to save bis own scalp, for be bad not left the
'
his orm.
" Y uu forget tlrat I'm master here yet," be hut more than five minutes ere five creeping
sairl, meeting Old Tomahawk's gaze:- " I say figures approached the door by crawling and
listened intent,Jy at tbe threshold.
that 0 ven sba'n't come in I"
"White people inside and awak~' whispered
Tbe Indian-hater's look instantly became a
one as all arose to their feet. " we make 'em
1tars.
"Gre1t Jebosaphatl who told you tpet Owen talk now."
An instant later a short club in the bands of
.war out tbar!" he exclaimed.
"Y•>UI You told him to go round to the front one of the Indians struck the door.
"White trapners talk fast-; Injun -nnd !" be
.door five minutes ago."
exclaimed. ' R~d braves thicker t han tbe
"Tnen you hevn't been asleep all the time!"
leaves on the trees. Does the beaver-catcher
uNo."
listen!"
'Tbe next moment, O:d Tomahawk laughed.
"I hear you," answered Trapper Tom who
"'Wal, if you beard me talkin' up in the loft,
:it's all right, Trapper Tom." be saiJ, with what stood near the door. rifla in band and a fl "l!?;er
the boy would hav~ d•signated brazen impu- at the trigger. "D~ you know th t you're
•dence. "0 JVen'3 a boy wh.at cau be trusted. Let risking your life standing where y"u are'I I
c1n send a bullet tb!:0ugb the door."
:me iotroduw you to him."
"Door thick an' Injun thin," was the hanter·
The spe•ker's band was on the barricades, but
"!'rapper 'tom, summoning all bis strength, in11; answer. "W'ill the boy trapper fi ~ht
against the bjggest braves of tlie Sio•1x nation!"
·pu•h•d him back.
"For my rights, yes! Tb~ size of my
· "Owen shall stay out I" he cried.. "I'm condoes not daunt me. You car.'t have
enemies
none
is
be
yours
of
friend
a
he's
•viaced that if
my pelts."
:of mine. This door sha'n't be opened l"
"Injun goin' to get 'em. Will the beaverThe eyes of the Wood Imp seemed to emit
' sparks of fire, and he increased an inch in stat- catcber open his door!"
"No."
1ure while' be faced the astonished trailer, deterA moment's silence followed the reply and
·minat.ion depicted on every lineament.
"What's got into your'cri"d Old Tomahawk. then a dozen war-clubs seemed to,,rain blows
·"It hasn't been forty-eight hours since you said up~n t be doo1'.
At the same time the air resounded with yells
:you'd trust me lhroui!;h thick an' thin. Was I a
itraitor while I wnr savin' you from Mountain as if the red-skins were holding a carnival in
. Pete's whips? Do I look like a spy an' a traitor! front of the doomed cabin.
"I'll put an end to that dance!" saicfTrapper
H vou won't let Owen in, open the door an' let
Tom, ns he stepped bf\Ck a pace and threw hi~
lOld Tomahawk out!"
rifb to bis shoulder.
Trapper Tom did not move.
Old Toma.hawk waited for the shot. wifb a
"You were wbisperin!l' to that person in the
on his lips.
smile
:loft when I awoke." be said.
It was not delayed, for all at once the inte·
"So I war. Owen came unexpectedly- an'
·war comin' in by tbe roof when I diskivered rior of the cabin was filled with the report of a
ihim. L et me out.. 0'lVen An' me kin tramp off to- rifle, and the ball that crashed through the door
;getber,an' you kin take keer ov yerpelts yerself." produced a wild yell of pain nnd put an instant
"I'll do it!" exclaimed tbe boy trapper. stop to the savage dance going on before the
·"I'll stay here alone and defend my property but.
"Tbet fixed one ov 'em!" cried the scalp·
' to tbe bitter end."
He turned to tbe door and was about to let bunter. "But we mustu't ferget thet thar's
' his gaunt ally out when he beard a voice that mRn.v 11 one left. What ar' they up to now?"
Old Tomabft.wk put bis 1>ye to the hole made
·.withheld bis bands.
· "K~ep the door shut for Heaven's sake! I'll by the bullet anrl surveyed the scene in front of
- •come in another way. T~e red wolves have the C'l.bin for a t~w moments .
•come again!"
"Noiry an Injun out thar." be said, with·
Tile voice ceased and Old TomRbawk looked dmwing from the door. "To be Fnre, thar
ain't much moon. but l'm used to seeing Arter
: into tbe hov's face.
"Tbet'• O •v n," be whispered. "Before long night. They've gone off with the red devil you
wing•d, boy, but it'll be a mighty brief res·
:yon'll be ghvi to trust him."
pite."
Trapper Tom made no reply.
Trapper Tom was ready to b•lieve the
concluding part of Old Tomahawk's last senCHAPTER
The Woo1 Imp spoke lo tresolute tQ..nes, and if
the scalper could have seen bis eyes at that
mom•nt, he would not have wondered at the
voice.
"I s1y let that fellar in. H1>'s a host in himself. Tom," he said. "We may need him afore
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IN THE GOLD CAVE.

'Lli:T us see whether the mysterious Owen told
~he truth when he said that the red wolves.

tenc~.

Yes, brief would be the respite,
Ten minutes of inaction passed away, and
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th.In the I6d!an-ilghter, who had returned to the
bullet-hole, uttered an exclamation which carried Tom to-his side.
"Tbey've got a fire-ball I" he said. " Here
they come with it." '
These words were enough to strike terror to
ibe heart of the bra vest.
Trapper Tom took one look tbrough the bullet-bole, wbich, small as it was, showed him.
tbe enemy with which they had to contend.
A ball of fire, apparently five feet in diameter and blazing fiercely, was being poshed toward the cabin by a lot of Indians with poles or
sticks ten feet in lengtb.
Now and then tbeir bodies were visible, but
only for a moment, and not long enough to admit of any one taking aim at them.
I f tbe fiery ball was pushed against tbe cabin
do )r, and allowed to remain there, it would
sot.n do its work, and tbe hideous triumph of
th11 Indians would be complete.
What was to be done1
i.~earer and nearer came the lire· ball, gaining
destructive strength with each revolu\ inn, and
the Indians, believing their scheme successful,
were yelling like a set of deDJons.
Old Tomahawk watched the blazing monster
with fi~shing eyes and compressed lips. .
"It'll take 'em twenty minutes •o burn <lown
the door,'' he suddenly PXclaimed. "Before
that time ends we'll be out ov harm's -way."
"How so?''
.t\t tbat moment the fiery mass struck the
door, and some dark smoke rushed into the
cabin through several crevices.
"To tbe mine I" said old Tomahawk. "You
must not forget, TrappPr Tom, t.bat this is
the shanty in wbicfi I planted the stake ten
years ago."
The Indian-fighter now began to remove .the
valuable pelts piled in one corner aud being
helped by Trapper Tom, this duty was quickly
performed.
The mouth (ff the gold mine was revealed by
their work, and a moment later Old Tomahawk
was burling bundle after bundle of skills down
the shaft.
All this time tbe fire-ball was blazing agninst
the door of t.be cabin fjo tbe delight of a score of
dancing Indians whose wild yells made the
welkin ring.
"Yell on, you red rascals I" vociferated Old
Tomahawk. "When you trade one ov tQem
sliins for fire-water, just let us know."
" Quiek 1" cried tbe boy trapper at that moment. " The door is cracking. It won't bold
ot.t another minute. And they are preparing
to a •sault it, too!"
"Let 'em charge I I'm ready," was the retort.
"Now jump into the bole, pard. The firpt
landin' ain't far an' you'll land on the skins besides."
'.!'rapper Tom did riot hesitate, and with a
swift glance at the door be leaped into the cavernnus opening and fell on the skins which bad
preceded bi rn.
He beard overhead as bA descended the coarse
laugh of Old Tomahawk whom he bad left behind, and.then came a warning for him tb step
aside.
·
The following moment the figure ot the ~ld
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IndiAn-!iater landed at the boy'e side, and then .
came a crash, and the opening was filled with a
shower of sparks.
" They've bursted the door in an' it's fallen
over tbe bole. Good for tb etl" ejaculated Old
Tomahawk. "They'll susp•ct tbet we've escaped by the roof. Now we'll tote the pelts an'
ourselves ahead to the mine proper wbar I'll
sbow you something."
The task proposed by the Indian-fighter was
not one easy of accomplishment.
A n•rrow and low ceiled corridor ran from
the place where tbe twain bad landed.
It was dark as Egypt, but tlrey managed to
pnsb the pelts ahead of tbern until the passage
widened, and they found themselves in a chamber wbose walls they could not touch with outstretched bands.
"Have you a match, boy!"
T1 apper Tern felt in bis pocket 11nd prcduced
one of the f~w Juc!fers that remained of the
stock he had broui!bt from the n•e1·est miTiingC'amp wben he set out to try his fortunes on tbe
trappin!!' j!rounds.
'.rbe httle light that. followed Old Tomaburk's
stroke revealed nothing, but a better one was
soon produced, and Trapper Tom uttered an exclamation of surprise,
He foun<l himself in a veritable underground
cavern which looked as though it bad been cue
by the bands of man.
Tbe wells were rough, and the ceiling be
could not reach with bis band~.
The floor was cover•<! with loose rocks, which
to bis eyes re>embled quartz, so tbat be was not
surprised when Old Tomahawk pronounced
them gold-bearing nuggets.
"I'll go back an' see what the imps ar' up to,"
said the Indian-fighter, and thrusting tbe stump
of the torch into a crack in tbe well tQ afford
the boy trapper some light, be glided toward the
month of tbe sbaft.
He was not long in disappearing and Trapper
Tom found himself alone.
He looked with triumph upon ·the bundle of
skins that lay at bis feet.
He counted them again and again to find that
not one pelt was missing, and bis gaze would
always revert to the traps which they bad
brough t along.
For ten minutes be stood among bis treamre,
waiting for Old Tomahawk's·return.
The yells of the lndLns bad ceased to ring in
bis ears, and be ~ried t.o believe that, failing to
find him in the cabin, tbey barl taken their departure, beaded no doubt by that villain of villains, Mountain Pete.
CoJJfirming himself at last in this belief, Trapper Tom seated bix;nself on one of tbe bundles
of beaver-pelts and fell to examining the rocks
that littered the floor.
Was be really in tbe gold mine which bed
been lost for ten years? and would be and Old
T_o mabawk be able to become real friends and
partners1
He could not forget tbe conversation be bad
overheard between Old Tomahawk and the person called Owen.
Who was Owen!
Was be a young red-skin with an Eng'lltb
n~e; or a white man like the Sioux-bater1
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fronted, but owing to tho darkness that pre·
vailed in the gold cave, of course he could not
actually d9 this.
For a moment the Indian submitted to Trapper Tom's grasp, and then with a sudden jerk
he wrenched himself loose.
"White trapper no hold Young Eaglet'.' he
exclaimed.
Tbe Wood Imp started at the sound of the
voice, and at the name just spoken.
Tbe red·skin before him was Young E1gle,
the Sioux buck, an enemy whom be bad already encountered, and be felt that tbe meeting in the dark would prove a duel to thedeatb.
"I am ready for you," he exclaimed. ·•I
did not get to finish you in the cabin, but we
·
can fight it out here."
Once more Trapper T om braced himself to
recieve a charge he believed to b e imminent,
and for several minutes he stood in mute expectancy among bis furs.
But Young Eagle did not seem disposed to
renew the combat in such gloom as tbat wbi::b
surrounded them, and Trapper Tom was com·
pelled to wait in vain.
At last he beard the Sioux moving c>Jf, and
lowering tbe knife he stooped and inspec ed bis
pelts.
To bis surprise one of the most v 1luable
bundles had been abstracted, and the boy trapp~r ground his teeth while he tbou11;b t of it.
The tbougbt of losing a p1rt of his winter's
toil sent the blood like a-"CUrrent of molten lava
through his veins.
"That Indian shall disgorge I" be j?l'ate<i. " I
will not be robbed with impunity. No red-skit1
shall take from me tbe skins I have trapped
for all winter. I have been robbed enough already."
But bow to find Young E:igle?-tbat was the
quAstion.
Trapper Tom was now confident that the savage be bad killed and the young buck were 1 be
only OMS wbo had entere.il the gold cav<> ; hut
tbe re was no telling how soon others wouli.l fi'ld
their way to it until the cavern should swarm
with red-skins.
· Still in the midst of this uncertainty be resolved to recover and keep all bis property.
Daring the illumination of the cave bv the
torch be had noticed an offset which otferjld
concealment for his furs, and be believed that.
'
h¥ould find it despite the gloom.
" I'll try it," be mentally ejaculated. "Let.
me put my furs out of the way, and then I'll
bunt that red-buck down."
Picking up bis pelts, Trapper Tom started out
ou the bunt of tlte niche, and. as 1f guided by a.
friend, be foun<l it without inci'.lent.
Anllxclamation ofj1>y almost fell from bis lip~.
Feeling along the walls of tbe niche be discovered a natu :·al shelf wide enough to receive
the furs, and tliey were laid upon it.
"I'm ready for tbe bu•.t now,'' said Trapper
Torn. "Woe to tbe youog buck it 1 run across
biml"
He was about to leave the niche when a
strange noise from behind made him turn in
CHAPTER IX.
that <lirectlon.
THE FIGHT IN THE BARK:.
" What was that?" be asktld. " IS this openTH:a boy trapper imagined that he oould see
Jhe flgur& of the red-skin by whom be was con- ing more than a nicbef'

These questions and others similar mi11;ht have
continued to puzzle Trapper Tom's brain for
sorue time, it the sound of a footstep had not
startled bim.
To look up was to spring erect, and the click
of bis rifle· lock waw beard as be executed the
movement.
Ho looked toward the mouth of tbe mine,
whither Old To:nabawk bad disappeared.
Ono look was enougb.
There wa! advaacing upon him an Indian
whoso eyes burned green in the light of the
torch.
A! Trapper Tom threw his rifle to his shoulder, tbe red-Skin, with a cry of rage, came
bounding toward him.
He bad but one second of time at his com ma nd.
Quick as a flash he c:>vered the painted Sioux,
and as the Indian reacbed tbe muzzle of bis
rifle, be toucb~d the trig~er with an inward
·
prayer for succe•s.
T ~e report that followed was dull and hor.
rible.
An Indian, with his bead blown away. reelad
from t lrn muzzle of the Wood Imp's rifle, and
fell quivering to the ground I
Trapper Tom bad not fired a moment too
soon.
But th e worst bad not yet come.
-Sc•rcely had the Sioux touched the floor of
tbA gold cave, ere a yell was heard nearer the
mouth of t.he corridor.
"My G:>d I more Indians and i)'.l the mine!"
fell from ~he b0y's lip,3. "If I am to fight them
let it be in d 1fkness. '
A mad bound carried him to the torch which
be j ~ rke :i from tbe wall and beat against the
roc~s until it was extinguished, and darkness
.
filled the place.
'·We're on an equal footing now," be said,
feeling tor bis knife, and assuring himself tbat
it was safe. "I am sure that I am left alone.
Old Tomahawk bas fallen into the clutches of
tbe InJiar..s. Four days ago I did not dream of
such times as these."
Tbe fact that the Indian he bad shot had entered the cavern by the corridor was proof to
'his mind that he had been forcibly deprived of
·Old Tomahawk, bis ally.
He stood in tbe midst of bis pJlts knife in
·1ian<i and with ears on the alert.
HL expected an attack at any moment and
"braced himself to receive it.
More than once be thought be detected the
·sound of footsteps, but as the moments passed
wituout bringing on tbe expected assault, his
·1plrits revived.
All at once one of the b1mdle of pelts moved
•at his feet.
E•ger to save it, Trapper Tom stooped and
·put forth bis hand.
An in3tant later it came in contact with a
living wris ~, and be sprung erect still grasping
.tbe prize be bad SAcured.
It wa~ a thrilling moment.
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Tbe questions were answered before be could
draw another breath, for all at once a fierce
growl smote bis ears, and some large animal
sbot past bis bead, so· near that bis cap was carried to tbe ground.
Trapper Tom staggered back with an ejacula~ tion of horror on bis wngue.
"Grea t heavens! a panther!" be cried.
Tbe dark walls of tbe gold cave echoed back
the mad growl of the unseen beast.
.
Tom knew that it had missed him in its
spring, but it was liable to repeat the operation
at 8.ny moment, and the next time with better
success.
Ttie presence of the panther in tbe cavern
was enougbt to daunt tbe Wood Imp; but be resolved to meet tbe new danger firmly, and to
conquer if victory wer'> possible.
He picked up bis r ifle and tried to make out
the shining eyes of the panther, but there was
no light in the cavern, aod be was unable to do
so.
"I'm going to settle this matter one way or
the other," be said, firmly, taking a match from
his pocket. "The Indian ma.v discover me, but
better that than to be menaced in the dark by a
panther."
The next moment be drew the lucifer across a
stone, and when it began to burn wiLh some
b1 illiance, held it a hove bis bead.
At first be saw nothing, but all at or.Ce bii
notice<! the panther crouched on the g r ound
:about fifteen feet away, bis eyes shining like
1mad stars, and bis tail moving uneasily on the
1ground behind him.
It was a sight that rnnt a thrill through every
\fiber of the boy's fram e !
This was not nll the burning match r evealed.
!Hugging the wall of the c~vern, and not more
than six feet heyond the panther was Young
::&lgle, the Sioux, anxiety and terr'or depicted
.on his counti>nance.
The arrival of the panther bad undouhtedly
interrupted a d\i,el to the death, for Young
Eagle's position told Trapper Tom that be was
advancing upon him when the.leap occurred.
The Wood Imp bad no 111orA than seen this
tablea11 ere bis match went out,
He laid tbe rifle aside, drew his revolver, and
struck another lucifer.
His only hope seemed to be in the speedy death
of the panther.
\
As the match flared up, he leveled tbe revolver and took deliberate aim at the crouching
bell.St.
His safety depended on the success of that
shot.
The beast seemed to divine the boy's intent.ion, anrl was about to spring through the air
and land upon bim, when tbe revolver spoke.
"Hi • I" ejaculat.ed Trapper 1'om, as a terrific
bowl filled 1 be gold cave, and tbe panther tum
bled b ~ekwa~d.
"The panther is bit, whit<! CNy, l:iut be still
lives I" ••id the lnrlian. ".t:iis teeth are sharp
and bis claws are st rong."
Trapper Tom alrea<ly knew that bis shot bad
failed to kill the panther, and tbat be bad rendered it more desperate by wounding it.
He saw the animal writhing on the ground
and clawing the air in its agony, while the In-
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dian looked on with-a knife In bis band, ready
to defend himself ag~i nst the beast.
Suddenly the panther bounded into the air
and came down within five feet ot the boy
trapper, who involuntarily retreated.
"Rbootl shoot!" called out the 1·ed-skin.
At that momeut Trapper Tom's match went
out and be threw it a way.
Still the expiring flame bad showed him the
position of the wounded animal, and bascily
raising his r evolver he firerl another shot.
The cave was filled "itb the noise of the
report, and the boy was not permitted to learn
the result of bis shot, for the next second something st1·uck l;nm a stunning hlow on the breast
and be went backward.
The panther bad leaped upon him I
He instinctively dropped his revolver and
drew bis knife once more.
Tbe panther seem€d to be crushing the life
out of him, yet be mannged to strike several
blows, each one of which carried the knife
beneath tbe beast's yellowish bide.
It was a terrible figbt in the dark for life,
ancl the odds were against tbe boy trapper.
Never before bad be been called upon to battle
so de>perately for tbat which was so ,dear to
bim, and .be resolved while he fought to sell bis
life a• dearly as possible.
He felt the teeth of the animal in bis shoulder,
but from bis uncomfortable position on tbe
·ground be maintained tbe unequal combat,
strikmg de~perate blows with tbe knife.
At last one of bis bands found the panther's
throat, and as be wr~nched bis hold loose be got
in a lucky stroke which sent a quiver through
the panther's bo<ly,
The stab was as vital as it was fortunate .
The beast fell to one side, and TrRpper Tom,
releasing its throat, got upon bis feet as quick
as he could.
He felt weak and exhausted, but there was
joy in his heart, for he lrnew that the madden•d
panther had been put out of berm's way,
"l'm victor, thank Heaven!" he exclaimed.
•·Now I •uppose I will be attacked by tbat
young Indian who stole my furs, and who now
wants my scalp.
He spoke in tones that produced an echo, and
a moment later they niet with a r esponse.
Trapper Tom beard a. quick footstep and then
a number of voices.
"Heavens! the eave is filling with Indians!"
dropped from bis tongue.
,
This was even so, anct although be <;_puld not
see a single form, certuin sounds told"'bim that
be had judged rightly.
He stood against the wall ef the niche in
which be had so bravely batt.Jed witb the panther, and beard sounds terrible enough to test
tbe courage of the most undaunted.
"Where are the white trapper and bis furs?"
sounded tbroughnut the gold cave.
"Here we are!" grated Tr•pper Tom, defiantly. "Here we are, you mer('ile•s red devils.
Weak as I am I am ready to meet you all."
The boy bad to stand bis ground, for there
was a wall of stone bebino b1m.
He awaited tbe discovery with breathless ex.
citement, ready for the fray;
But before it came a noise· sounded__overbead,
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from whence the panther made his first leap
and as ~pper Tom turQed, a human hand feli
upon bis shoulder.
"Como up here, white boy," said a voice.
"Who are you!" asked Trapper Tom.
"Owec P'
CH APTER X.
' •owEN."

THERE instantly fl.ashed across the boy trapper's brain a sentence recently spoken by Old
T<Jmahawk concerning Owen:
" Before long, Trapper Tom, you'll be glad to
trust him."
So great was the peril of the moment that the
Wood Imp did not draw back from the person
whom be had refused to admit into the cabin
because he was the old Indian-fighter's friend.
On the contrary, be gave Owen his band, and
was helped to a pface above the ftoor of the
niche just in time, be believed, to save him from
the Indians in the gold cave.
"Keep still, boy," whispered Owen, in the
darkness. "We no safe yet. The Sioux want
our scalps, an' we must be cautious."
Trapper Tom's silence was a promise to obey,
anntogether the pair heard the Sioux searching
the cavern for the boy who bad eluded them.
They found the panther, dead enough, and
made a great ado over the body.
"It was a brave fight. Owen heard it all an'
he knew that Trapper -Tom would kill tho
beast."
"Well, that's more than I knew when I grapf.l ed with him ," answered the Wood Imp.
' Why didn't y ou come to my rescue, Owen!"
"Because Owen knowed white ·boy would kill
the panther."
Torn m!lde no reply.
"Him no kill Y oung E agle, though," continued Owen.
"Not in the cabin. If the panther hadn't interfered, we would have fought it out in the
cave. But what are you, Owen, red or white!"
"Neither one," a nd the mysterious helper
laughed. " Trapper Tom see by 'm by when
light come."
"You are Old Tomahawk's friend!"
·u yes."
· " Where is the old Indian-hater!"
"Injuns got 'm, mebbe."
"Mountain Pete and bfs red pards!"
"Mebbe so."
"They'll malre short work ov him."
"Not so, white trapper. Tomahawk able to
take care ov himself."
"I useri to t hink I was, too; but since the
events of to-night I begin to doubt my ability
to do so."
To these words Owen made no reply, but
seemed to be listening to the Indians who, without the means of making a light, were still
searching the cave for Trapper Tom.
The precious fur• , all save the bundle carried
away by Young E!lgle, bad been removed to
thb upper corridor occupied bv the boy and bis
belper, and were safe for the time being.
At last the search seemed to come to a:n end;
the fodians were called rrom it by a signal, and
went pell-mell from the cavern.
"Safe nowt" said Owen, in gratified wbis-

pors. "Injun~ gone back to Mountain Pete.
Now tpey think they fi:x Old Tomahawk, mebbe."
"Can we not save him ?"
" Don't know, white trapper. Owen kin try,
mebbe."
For several minutes the two persons listened
to the receding sounds, and neither spoke until
the last ones bad died away.
"I would like to know bow vou got into this
cave'I'' asked Trapper Tom. "You did not enter by the cabin'!''
.
" I did not, white trapper. There is another
trail which Owen's eyes discovered one day.
Even Tomahawk does not know the new trail.
You would not let Owen into the ca.bin tonight?"
" I did keep you out, didn't I! I will be honest with you. I beard you and old Tomahawk
conversing on the roof and-"
"White boy suspected bis old friend, eh!" interrupted Owen.
"That is it. I said I would b e honest."
"Old Tomahawk true as steel. tbou~b," said
Owen quickly. "Him no thought of betrayin·g
white beaver-bunter."
"I'm glad of that. It elevates Old· Tomahawk in my opinion."
"Owen an' him Rre friends. They have
bunted an' slept t ()gether ; hut until to-night
they had not met for many moons. Now shall
the v:bite boy see Owen."
The speaker took Trapper Tolll's hand as he
fini•hed and helped to lead him down the cor·
ridor in which they both were.
The furs at the friend's suggestion were left
behind and no pause was made until many
yards bad been traversed.
·
"Has beaver hunter a match'!'' suddenly
asked Owen.
Trepp~r Tom replied by producing a lucHer
which be struck on the durk wall and · then held
up as it began to show a blaze.
For a moment the form and features of
Owen were not revealed, but all at once be sa'-v
them and a light ex~lamation of surprise drop·
ped from bis lips.
O wen had told him that he was neither white
nor red, and such was the fact.
He was yellow, a young balf-breedl
A smile sat enthroned on Owen's couutPnance while Trapper Tom inspected him from
head to foot with the assistance of the m~tch .
"It is true! You are neither red no1· white!"
he exclaimed.
"Owen i5 part Injun, though," wa~ the
reply. "There flows through his veins the
blood of his Crow mother."
"Your father was a white man."
"Yes. ''
"But you are prouder of your Indian h!ood ?"
" The ~n should Jove his mother best," was ·
the proud reply. "Owen is what r,ou white
people call a half-blood, boy trapper.'
"That is no disgracP."
"Let a human being tell Owen that it is,
an' be will fall dead at bis feet! Yes, my
mother WR• a Crow-a Crow princess, the
daughter of Red .Antelope."
"Your father?"
"Now let Owen's lips be sealed," was the
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reply. "Did I not; say that a son should love
his .mother bestY White boy, you may see
Owen ml!et bis father one of these days. The
Princess of the Crows sleeps where her son
buried beratter-"
Tbe half-blood stopped suddenly as if he were
~n tbe threshold of a secret.
·
Trapper Tom looked into his face, but did
not speak.
'l'be features of Owen had suddenly darkened,
bis eyes were emit. ing lightning flasbe~, and be
ba<i clinched bis bands until his palms were
cut by the sharp nails.
"Owen is on a trail of vengeance I" be suddenly proceeded in a hoarse whisper as be
leaned toward the boy trapper. "He has
sworn by the grave of his Indian mother to
hunt. down the miserable dog who sent her to
her narrow lodge under the woodland flowers I
Be Owen's friend, an' you miiy see the son's
revenge. He will not lea-.;e the trail until he
stands at the- end of it. He would willingly
flgbt fl ty panthers like the one you killed, trapper, to meet the dog he bunts! Red will be
Owen's trail when it ends. I bad no white
name till I met Old Tomahawk. My Indian
name was Se·ko ta, or the Leaper, for I beat all
the young Indians et the great ma•cb. Old
Tomallawk called me Owen an' I like the name.
It is mv white one, you see, given to me by one
I love.'1
Owen the half-blood was physically more
robust than Trapper Tom, but the two were
about the same age.
The yellow boy's hair was long, black and
straight, like the hair of an Indian, and in more
ways than one he showed the ancestry of which
he boasted.
The boy trapper's match had gone out long
before the conclusion of Owen's vengeful
threats; but the halt-breed's looks were still imprinted on bis brain.
"We will think of Old Tomahawk now,"
sudaenly cried Owen. "White traprer, you
will rest here from your fight with the panther."
.
"
"Nol I am going with you,'' said Trapper
Tom with determinatiop. "My wounds are
slight and do not hurt me. I have wronged
-Old Tomahawk. I believed him treacherous.
Now that I know him to be true, I am ready to
shed my -blood for him. You and I, Owen,
will rescue him from the clutches of the reds if
they have not already finished him. My furs
are safe here for the present. . To Old Tomahawk I"
.._
"An' to vengeance!" hissed the half-breed.
CHAPTER XI.
OLD TOMAHAWK AGAIN,

MAY we not, gentle rearler, go hack a little
way in our naITative and detail the adventures
of Old Tomahawk sir.ce bis seper.a.tion from
Trapper Tom in the gold cave?
It will be remembered~ that shortly aftPr the
escape from the cabin, tbe j!'aunt Indian-fighter
wen~ toward the mouth of tbe cavern for the
pnrpose of seeing what the savages were doing,
lllld that soon after his dl!parture Trapper To;n
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shot and killed the Sioux who entered the cave
by the way Old Tom ahawk bad left it.
The old Sioux-bater crept down the narrow
corridor with a great deal of caution, and finding the mouth of the shaft still covered by the
burned door, he ventured into the cabin.
The smell of fire pervaded tile entire place
which was quitEI dart. and the old trailer believed the but wbolly untenanted.
He was not long, however, in discovering bis
mistake.
He was suddenly startled by the sound of a
footstep, and before be could dro}>\hack into the
shaft, he was pounced upon by four red-sl<ins
who disarmed and pinioned him before be cuuld
offer any resistance.
"Injun-hunter caught at last,'' ejarulated thA
red captors in tones of rejoicing. " Him tu ot
Sioux no more, mebbe."
"I don't doubt tbet, ef you greasers bev yer
·wayt" replied Old T~maba" k. "An' just now,
jedgm' from appearances, ye'r' likely to hev it.
Got me at last, you sayl Must hev beeu lookin'
fer Old Tomahawk."
'' Injuns al ways on lookout fer him," was the
quick response. "They no expect to find him
in but after door knocked in. Him come out
ov ground, like snake."
The old trailer showed bis teeth in a grin.
"Wal," he said straightening up 1md giving
bis captors a look of cootempL and f earlessness.
"Now tbet you've cormled I!le, wbat er' ye
goin' tar do about it?"
"Injuns show white man." And OM Tomahawk was dragged from the cabin without
ceremony.
Just as the trailer expected, be was taken t ,_
ward the stream whose banks were some1,h!t
steep, and bis captors halted with him near tile
water's edge.
"Yer white pard!" ejaculated tbe captive as
a stalwart person <;lad in half-civilized dress
and wearing a coonskin -cap cam e in sight,
"Mountain Pete, we beven't met fer sPme
time."
'
For a moment the.re was no r eply.
The individual called Mountain P ete ha\ ti d
before Old •romabawk whom be surveyed " ·i( h
eyes that fairly blazed with a desperado'~ t1 lumph.
Mountain Pete bad brought with him to the
6pot almost a score .Jf Sioux warriors wh<>1 e
countenances told that they were ready to la 'f
violent bands on the captive.
"Caught at lastl" suddenly growled the big
renegade.
"Thet's just what the reds soi1 when tbe:r
caught rue." was ;the reply. "Yer grammer
n;ust be catchin'. · P ermit meter remark that [
am ceu9,bt at last which fact makes yer eyes
twinkle.'
Old Tomahawk was looking the rene!fjlde
fqoarely in tbe face, a feat noG difficult, of acconiplisbtr\ent since five feet scarcely separr1ted
them.
" You're hated b\• tbe bull Sioux tribe," ruddenlv cried M0untain Pete.
"Tbar'~ no mistake about tbet," answered Old
Tomahawk.
" Y ouJve follered us like a skulkln' pa•
ther."
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'"I'll kill that Injan ferthetl" he hissed wheel"Just as If I hedn't a right ter. The Sioux
nation took ten years of my life from me. ing upon the liberator, but before he c,ould cover
the
red-skin with his pistol Old Tome.hawk
What don't I owe the r~d dogs fer thetl"
"Whenever you could, you shot _and sculped bounded forward like an acrobat and landed
with resistless force against bis chest.
a Sioux."
Tbe unexpected charge tbrew Mountain Pete
" Bet. yer moccasins I did l"
entirely
off hi~ feet, and the two men falling
" Wal I'm a Sioux."
As he :ittered this declaration Mountain Pete through the line of Indians landed together at
rose on his toes to come down firmly on his the foot of the river-bank, and almost in the
water.
_
1
heels.
Tbe skeleton band of the Indian-fighter was
"When a man bits a Sioux warrior hll insults and strikes Mountain Pete. I am t-0 all in- at the giant's throat, and the savages seeing the
tents an' purposes a Sioux warrior. These predicament their champion was in sprung forpeople ar' my brothers," and he described his - ward to relieve him.
But ere they could reach his-side the twb men
companions with a sweep of his hand. "We
h!Lve hunted, fought an' trapped together. struck the water, beneath which they went toWhen you tread on my toes you bruise the gether and locked in each other's embrace.
Tlie somewhat startled Sioux stood nonplused
corns ov the hull Sioux Confederacy an'
vice versa. I haven't been a white man for on the bank watching the spot where the water
had closed over th11 forms of Old Tomahawk and
years. I am a Sioux Indian!"
"An' one tbet averages blamed well with the Mountain Pete.
Suddenly one more solicitous than the rest
hull lot!" ejaculated Old Tomahawk. "I've
knowed fer years, Mountain Pete, thet ye war for the renegade's safety plunged in and disno white man, but bang me ef I thought the.r appeared.
As be did so a head was lifted above the snrwar a oba,p on the face ov the airtb mean
tace ,,f the water, some distance down-stream,
enough ter acknowledge tbet be war a Sioux."
These words, spoken in ton~s of contempt, and in tile shadow of a tree-top. ·
"I reckon thet little chokio' '11 not be fergotcut to the quick.
"Yes, I'm a Sioux, an' when I bec!lme one I ten till the middle ov next week," ejaculilted
the owner of tbe bead, who was none other t~au
left mercy behind me."
"I ti•lieve thet. When I saw you war goin' Old Tom'lbawk. "I bed ye in my power,
ter whip the boy trapper I might hev knowed Mountain Pete, an' could hev sent you tc. tbe
happy buntin'-ground ov: the tribe whose relithet ye war all Injun.'
" Whar is the boy!" vociferated Mountain gion you've embraced, but I happened to think
Pete. "I'm not through with the youngster ov Owen an' a few other things, an' let you off
with just half what you desarve. Thar! they've
yet."
"Find 'im, but don't fool with the youngster found ye, bev they1 Now they'll wrestle with
you an' fetch you to arter tber lnjun fashion.
much," said Old Tomahawk.
They'll fix ye up fer future devilment, Mountain
"I'll whip 'im to death!"
"You would bave done it before this ef I bed Pete, but just keep out of Old Tomahawk's way,
will yerf"
not interfered, eh1"
The old Indian-hater swam under the water
"Tbet I would."
Old Tomahawk gave the ruffian a singular to the tree-top that sheltered him, and from bis
position be could see the Indians draw the unlook.
conscious body of Mountain Pete from the
" Do you know who that boy is!" he asked.
"I don't want to know. You an' him ar' water and gather round it with a good deal of
aoxietv.
pards; tbet's enough."
"I'm his friend an' I'll inform you right here,
_"Bring 'im to,
some.body to kill; that's
Mountain Pete, thet the chicken called Oid:'foma- rigbtl" said Old Tomahawk, as he watched thB
hawk intends to stand by tbet boy through proceedings for a few moments. "It isn't on
thick an' thin.''
the boards fer Mountain Pete to die by an overMour~tain Pete broke out into a coarse, brutal dose of water. One ov the foulest crimes ever
laugh.
committed in this westem keutry bas ter be
"We're goin' ter see thet you do not," he ex- avenged, an' ther avenger is on yer trail,
claimed and stepping suddenly back he snatched Pete."
a pistol from bis belt and leveled it at Old TomaFive minutes later the old Indian-trailer left
ba wk'il ht.ad.
l:is tree-top. 11nd, swimming quietly downConfronted by this sudden danger the Sioux- stream, reached ll sb11dy spot, where be left the
he.ter did not quail.
water and speedily disappeared.
"Thet's a coward's move," be said derisively.
"I'll go back oo the cave an' jine Trappllr
"Rig as you ar', Mountain Pete, yer Injuns Tom," he said. "If I kin find {)°~· en we'll
daren't let me use my bands."
make a three-boss team that'll aqtooish the
There was murder in the bloodshot eyes of reds."
the white Sioux, and it is certain that be would
He raached th_e cabin by a roundabout route,
have sent a pistol-bullet crashing through Old and, after a careful inspection, entered at the
Tomahawk's brain it an agile young Sioux bad burned-awav door.
not leaped between him and his victim.
It was dark and silent.
"White man shall have ftgbtio' show," said
'Groping bis way to the little shaft leading to
the red-skin as with one stroke be severed the ' the gold cave, Old Tomahawk lowered his body
cords that bounil Old Tomahawk's wrists.
into it.
A mad curse r..11 from the desperado's tongue.
He q1!ickly made his way to the cue proper,
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where be stumbled over the mangled body of
the pantbt>r killed by the Wood Imp in the desperate encounter we bave described.
"Jebosapbat! a carved.painter!" he exclaimed.J after a moment's inspet'tion with bi3 bands.
"If that boy did this he'll do ter fight redskins."
Then he called for Trapper Tom in cautious
tones, but the only reply wns the echo of his
own words.
The gold cave had been deserted by tbe boy
trapper, and, after a short examination of the
place, Old Tomahawk turned away.
•CHAPTER XII.
A

DISPUTED DEER .

11

than half-believed that the presence of th~
Sioux had frightened Old Tomahawk away, but
Owen always came to the old hunter's rescue,
and defended him against the boy trapper's imputations.
We will now go back to bhe boys in tbe
forest.
After Owen 's departure Trapper Tom moved
back a few paces and stationed himself against
a tree.
Owen, the half-breed, bad already vanished,
and the last remains of day were leaving ·tl::ti
wood.
.
All at once Trapper Tom beard a boan~og
noise, and turning quiekiy he beheld a splend!d
buck standing about twenty-five yards from hi~
position, with heed erect and looking as m11jestic as one of bis species ever looked.
"Heavens! what a target!" fell involuntarily
from Trapper Tom's lips, and bis rifle almost
cocked itself, as it were. "Never before during
my life in the woods have 1 had such a chance
to kilt a buck. Where is Owen! Ont of Eight,
of cours11. I cannot let this opportunity slip."
The boy's rifle struck bis shoulder as he finished the last sentence, and bis ruddy cheek
dropped to the polished stock.
·T he deer never ruoved, but stood still as if expecting the deadly shot.
Suddenly the stillness of the forest was broken
by the sharp r~port of the boy's rifle, and the
noble animal sprung into the air 1o fall back to
earth, quivering in the egonles of death.
Trapper Tom stood in bis tracks a moment
after the shot, then, whipping out his knife, be
bounded to" ard the deer with a bunter's enthusiasm.
The animal had fallen at the edge of a dense
little thicket of y oung trees, rrom which it bad
emerged a few moments before the fatal shot.
The boy trapper reached the spot in a few
bounds, and . immediately drove his knife into
tbe buck's throat.
"Well done, boy; but that deer b'longs ter
me !"
At these word's Trapper Tom l_~ped to bis
feet, and then recoiled a pace at sight of the
man by whom be was confronted.
"Mountain Pete!" ejaculated the Wood lmp,
recognizing in the stalwart figure, dark face
and broad shoulders of the individual before
him his merciless old enemy.
"That's who I am!" was the gruff rejoinder.
"When I say that deer's mine, I mean it. Just
examine t'other side the carkiss an' you'll find a
bullet-hole in the heart."
"But I shot him!" persisted Tom.
" An' didn't IP
Mountain Pete supplemented bis interrogative
with a coarse laugh, that sent the bot blood
tingling to Trapper Tom's finger-tips.
Tbe giant was standing with one foot on the
carcass of the buck, and be looked down with
disdain and contempt upon the boy so much bis
iaferior in stature.
Still the little trapper did not quail.
If there was a bullet in the buck's heart, then
be and Mountain Pete bad fired together, and
the deer had fallen stricken by two balill.
Buch affain had happened before; wh.r M

"YOUR eyes must have deceived you, Owen.
f see nothing."
"Owen see nothing now, either," said the
yellow-skinned boy who stood at Trapper Tom's
side in the forest the sunset following the
scenes .narrated in the previous chapter.
"But r,ou saw something, eb1"
"Yes,' replied the balf-breed with confidence. "Owen saw something creep along the
edge of the sky wbere it meets the land.
White boy's eyes ar' good yet he aw it not."
"1 must confess, Owen-"
"Look I there . it goes again-<mel two I
three!"
Tbe half-breed now held Trapper Tom's arm
In a convulsive grasp while with the other
band, be pointed toward tb& distant horizon below which the sun bad just gone down.
"I thought I saw something, but I am not
sure," said the boy trapper. "I willinglv acknowledge that you have the best eyes, Owen.
Were the figures you suw and counte<l those of
men1"
" Owen not certain, but him think so," was
tbe reply.
"Maybe more will cross the spot. Watch."
For several minu tes longer the two boys stood
where they bad bQlted in the forest , but notbin~ occurred to startle the young Indian again.
'May I go see!" te suddenly asked, looking
up into Trapper Tom's face.
"Ye9, but I orill flO with you."
"O wen go alone," and the half-breed's bend
iiflhtened once more on the Wood Imp's arm.
"W'bite trapper stay here and keep bis eyes
open. Owen come beck by an' by."
The following moment the beaver-catcher
,stood alone in the forest, and Owen was fast
disaµpearing.
We need but say here that since their adventures in the gold cave, the two companions bad
10arcbed the vicinity of the mine for Old Tomahawk.
Tbey bad discovered plenty of fresh Indian
"sign " which told them that Mountain Pete
and bis red-skins still hovered in the neighborhood, and admonished them to be exceedingly
cautious.
They had failed to bring to light anything
pogitive concerning Old Tomahawk's fate, but
were not 'prepared to believe th!lt the old fellow
bad been put to death by his captors.
Doubting at times, T.rapper Tom often more no:w!
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"Ain't you goln' ter give upr' suddenly asked
the white Sioux. "This ar' my buck, an' I propose ter bev it I"
"You see my bullet-bole," said Trapper Tom,
pointiog to the bloody wound in the stag's
breast.
"An' I'll show you mine."
Suiting action to bis words, Mountaiu Pete
suddenly stooped and overturned the carcass
with an ease that astonisuod the boy trapper.
" Wbatt d' yer call tbet1" be cried pointing in
triumph to a bullet-wound in the carcass just
b ~ bfnd the fore-shoulder.
·
Trapper Tom stepped forward and inspected
the place.
"Give it up now, eh?" continued the forest
H ercules. "Now, my young clipper, make
yerself scarce. You know me. l'm the sinner
wbo war goiu1. ter trim yer down when Old
Tomahawk ca.me up an' interrupted the proceediu's. The next time I'll whip you raw!"
. Trapper Tom's eyes flashed at this threat,
an d his cheeks crimsoned.
"Don't redden an<l shoot me with yer eyes!''
r esumed Mountain Pete. "I mean just what I
say, an' no man ever caught this daisy in a lie.
Y es, when I want yo•1 I'll tie you up an' wear
out on yon the t oughest sticks in the '"oods.
Tbe next time Old Tomahawk will not ihter·
f cre."
~
"Try it, Mountain Pete I" cried the boy
beaver-bunter. "I am here now and I call you
the meanest thing that ever walked ground-a
white Indian! You boast that you have turned
Sioux, I hear. When you went to their loclges
you only sou ,bt your level. A meaner thing
than a r enegade never crawled the earth!"
With an oath Mountain P ete strode forward,
and bis right foot landed on the carcass of the
disputed buck.
" I'll whip you now, weasel!" be m&dly
hissed. "I'll give you a blood-red jacket by
which to remember Mountain P ete_, tbe white
Sioux."
Already the daring beaver-catcher had raised
his rifle, and was standing hi~ ground like a
Spartan.
" You whip me, dog of a Siouxf I g1less
not!"
"I'll do it or die!"
The next second the huge form of Mountain
P ete descended like an avalanche upon the
Wood Im p, but at the same time down came
the clubbed rifle r
Trappe.r Tom struck with all his might.
Tbe blow staggered the renegade wbo tried
try break its force by throwing up his arm>, but,
d espite their protention, he went backward
with a baif-smotbered curse.
Trapper Tom saw tne effect of bis blow and
followed up bis success.
He leaped upon the carcass of the deer and
followed bis fi rst stroke with another that
seem ed to complete the battle, for the forest
ou t.law f&ll backward insensible.
Wi bout leaving his somewhat elevated
station, Trapper Tom surveyed his work for a
f ew moments.
"What will Owen say if I have killed the
wretcbf" he asked himself in audible tones.
"His infamGus words made me strike with all

my might. I guess be will not whip me as ha
expected."
The beaver-bunter stooped over the senseless
gia nt, and soon satisfi~d himself that bis blows
bad n9t deprived him of life, then taking Mountain Pete's knife from bis belt and tbrustiog it
into bis own, he sprung over the carcass and
hurried away.
Some distance away he encountered Owen.
"White boy shootl" were the half-breed's
first words.
"Yes. Come and see what I have done."
Tbe two boys went back to the tragic spot.
The desr was there, but Mountain Pete was
gone !
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CHAPTER XIII. "

.A. WOOD FULJ:, OF RED -SKINS.

STANDING by the carcass of the buck, Trapper 'J'om related his adventures to the half-breed
boy.
"White trapper no kill Mountain Pete an'
Owen is glad,' exclaimed the listener at the
conclusion of the narrative.
" For your sake I am glad, too. You b at.e
the villain so, Owen. "
The half-breed's eyes seemed to flash.
_ Au examination of the spot where the forest
Hercules bad, fallen before Trapper Tom's
clubbed rifle showed that no blood had been
spilled, and thetwain concluded that Mountain
P ete had managed to get away not much hurt.
"We fiod him by'm by," said Owen, somewhat disappointed. "Him no get away every
time."
"I trust he will not. I am more than convinced that Mountain Pete is one of the mcaGest
men the great Northwest ever pi:od uced.'"
T ue half-breed boy now told the young beaver-catcher that his reconnoissance bad revealed the fact that the moving figures he bad
seen were those of lnditms, undoubtedly Sioux,
and Mountain Pete's red companions.
"We must find out what bas become of Old
Tom'lhawk," said th e boy trapper. "If the
fiends have made 'wn y with him, they shall suffer for it. If be is still alive and in their power,
he shall be r escued. I am for fighting the red.
skins to the last gasp."
The last word bad scarcely left the boy's lip'
ere tbl! report of a rift~ awoke the ecbo ~s of the
forest, and a bullet whistled between the beads
of the two boys.
·
Instantly they whirled toward the direction
from which the unPxpectP d shot bad come, and
stood ready with rifles cocked for a sight of the
foe.
'
The shades of night bad again fallen throughout the wooa, and objects could not be distin guished at very great distance. ·
Both Trapp~r Tom and O'ven believed ~hat
they owed their safetv to thA gathering darkn e~s
as it bar! undoubtedly spoiled the would-be
slayer's aim.
"It was an Inrlian I" said the half-breed.
"Or Mountain Pete,'' suggested Trapper
Tom.
"No : r ed-ski'!," persist erl Owen.
Just then tbe y ou ng beaver-clltcber thought
be saw a fi~ure glide from tree to tree in his
front, and quickly his rille sought bi& shoulder.
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But at a sign from Owen he withheld bis fire
and it was well enough that be did for the
gliding figure bad already disappeared.
The reader can imagine the suspense with
which the two boys awaited the next movement of their foes.
That they were seen by Indians was now certain, and their only fear was that the red-skins
would surround them.
There was great danger of this catastrophe,
as the wood was quite dark, and they would
have to depend on their ears alone.
The comp!l'!lions bad taken up their station
behind two trees that stood close together
where, with rifles prepared for any emergeney,
, they were ready for the conflict.
All at once a rifle sung out clearly behind
them, and a bullet buried itself in the bark of
Trapper Tom's tree within two inches of bis bead.
" We are surrounded I" be exclaimed. " As
sum as fate, Owen, the r ed devils have encircleO us."''
'
This was just what the two boys did not desire, and the only turn of affairs they. really
fea,·ed.
They could imagine the living circle contracting in the gloom, and the red-skins crawling
upon thorn like panthers, scarcely disturbing a
leaf as they advanced.
What was to be done?
The shot from behind had told the youths
that tbe enemy was in their repr.
Should they attempt to creep the lin6s?
This was an undertaking from which the
bravest might shrink; but it really seemed their
only chance.
After the shot from behind, Trapper Tom
and Owen crouched at the foot of their trees,
and then lay fiat on the ground.
While in this posture they put their heads together in a council of war ia whispers.
"We must not stay here," said the Woocl.
Imp. " This spot will be too bot to hold us five
minutes from now."
' 1 We must creep like snakes through this circle," said Owen in reply.
"If it is our only chance, I'm in for it."
Thus briefly the council ended, but the boys
did not get upon their feet.
The stillness that now filled the forest seemed
the portentous silence that often precedes a
storm.
H the boys bad listened they might have
heard the beating of their own hearts.
"Read:v, now-come I" fell in whispers on
Trapper Tom's ears, and be . felt the silken fingers of Owen, the half-breiid, at his wrist.
Now began the perilous crawl, the object of
which was to get beyond the Indian lines and
effect their escape back to the gold cave, wbfob
they knew could be readily defended against a
lare:e pllrty of red-skins.
The young friends kept close together, almost baa.rt to heel, fo1· Owen Jed the way, with
Trapper Tom following close after.
Life in the wood soon renders one cautious
and wary.
In a short time the bunter learns the habits
of the animals be 'bas to contend with. and
readily imitates them; bis footstep beconiea as
• :oolaeless as the tread of the panther, and .he
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creeps through the forest without snapping a
twig, though the ground be coverecf wlLh
them.
Thus it was with Owen and Trapper Tom.
Both knew the ways of woodcraft, for among
the trees in the wild lands of Indian and bear
they bad passed their best days.
Trapper Tom bad never attempted to creep
Indian lines before, but be bad stolen upon the
wariest game, and this experience stood him
well now.
L ike cheetahs stealing through the forest with
bellies near the ground, the two boys moved
along, scarcely disturbing a leaf or moving a
twig.
"The reds posse~s sharp ears if they hear us,"
thought Trapper Tomiere they bad proceeded
a hundred yards. " am sure that an owl's
eye could not single us out. A few more
yards-"
The owl that flew from her perch with a
frightened cry at this juncture broke the strain
of the boy's self.congratulations. ,
An owl bad 'Seen tbem 1 and bis hoot might be
unrterstood by the redskms.
Owen ground bis teeth at the flight of the
bird, but said nothing, keeping on, with Trapper Tom's coot:-skin cap at his heels.
Suddenly tbe half-breed paused, and the next
moment Trapper Tom was at his side with
silence for bis question.
"E!ometbin' comin' this way;" said Owen in
the lowest of whispers.
"My God I no!" ejaculated Trapper Tom.
"COmin' sure,'' was the reiteration. '' Let
white trapper listen while be bolds bis breath."
The reader may be sure that Trapper Tom
did listen, and after a moment's silence he
clutr bed Owen's wrist.
"You are right. S omething, whether man
or beast I do· not know, is coming straight toward us. It is not thirty yards away at this
minute."
"We part, tben. White boy, go to tree ou
your right; Owen will .t ake left one. We Jet
Injun or panther through."
The boys lost no time in separating, and
presently a path was cleared for the mysterious
crawler.
On he came, stopping at intervnls,as it seemed,
to listen a moment.
Owen bad cban~ed bis rifle to bis 1left band
and clutched a kmfe in bis right.
Trapper Tom bad followed bis example, and
thus the boy friends waited for the ellemy.
Nearer and nearer came the crawler, undoubtedly a b1111!an being, and of co1irse of the red
band by whom they were surrounded.
How the boys strained their eyes as tbe slight
noise ma,de by the night crawler announced bis
approach!
At last they caught a glimpse of a man's
figure; it was darker than the ground and thus
showed its outlines.
Owen dropped bis rifle without noise and
raised his bunting-knife.
" Injun go by safe if he will," he muttered.
"If him find us out, Injun dies I"
Trapper Tom had formed the same reeolutlon,
for he, too, had dropped his rifle and held bis
knift ready for a spring upon the creeper.
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Another minute of suspense was passing away so fierce and i:-iercing that the three crawlel'I
when t'ie crawler reacbed a spot exactly be- instantly came to a bait.
All knew that it came from the throat of an
tween tbe two boys.
Indian brave, and as Trapp9r Tom turned his
Tbe crisis had come.
To the borror of tbe two watchers, tbe crawler face in tbe direction from wbicb the sound came
halted there and looked around as if he sus- be thought the saw the Indian crouching at the
foot of a tree.
pected tbeir pre ~ence,
"Look yonder!" be whispered at Old Toma"I'll git up an' strP.tch my limbs a minute,''
they suddenly heard the crawler say, above a hawk's ear as he grasped the scalper'i;; arm.
.
"What is it, boy1"
whisper, and in the coarse voice of the old
"The Indian who just hallooed."
frontiersman, and the next minute the gaunt
" I don't see 'im. ·, Wbar is tbe rad greaser!''
figure left the ground and straigbtened before
" Crouched at the foot of yon tree,'' and Traptbem.
Almost at the same moment the two boys per Tom designated the tree with outstretched
band.
sprung erect.
Tbe old woodsman strained his eyes for a mo'Old "'omahawkl thank Heaven!" burst from
Trapper Tom's t~roat, as bis hands and Owen's, m ent and then shook bi~ head.
"No Injun tbar, boy."
too, fell ou tbe man's arms and hel1 him to tbe
_
"But I see bim," persisted Tom. .
spot.
"That's a knot at the foot ov the ti:ee; I see it
Old Tomahawk the crawler was, and not a
•
"'
now."
red-skin, as they had suspected.
"Then it's a living knot.'1
"What ar' .ye doin' here~" asked the old fel-·
see."
an'
go
"I'll
the
towards
further
low. " I thought you war
Before either of the _boys could detain Old
middle of the circle."
"We were tt. while ago; but we are trying to Tomahawk he bad crept away, and they saw
him approaching the tree a few yards away and
_
creet> out."
"How ·1 I guess it's easier creepin' in than just discernible.
"If they fl*ht we are gone,'' whispered Trapout."
per Tom. " rhe noise of the combat will give
"Then we are really surrounded!"
"Wt1l, I shouM r emark. I bad to choke one our position away, and we will be surrounded
Sioux: buck to death afore I could git inside. in less than two minutes."
Tbe figure of the old scalper moving like a
W e'll hev to choke a dozen, mebbe, afore we git
- snake over the surface of the ground soon passed
uut.
out of sight, but Trapper Tom kept bis eyes on
" Are they so numerous?"
the obj ~ct at the foot of the tree.
Old Tomahawk was siler:t for a moment.
"Boy," he sudden ly said , "it looks to me like - All at once be saw the "koot" leap from the
we war surrouniled bv Sittin' Bull's hull tribe. ground, and a human figure sprung noiselessly
The woods ar' full ov.'em. If thar's ;one, thar's upon it.
No sounds followed the meeting of red and
five hundred!''
vrbite, and several minutes afterward Old TomaThis was doleful news.
ha"' k appeared to the boys again.
"Tbet knot war alive, sure enough, Trapper
CHAPTER XIV.
Tom." be said, with a Slllile as be held up a
THRILLING ADVENTuRES.
reeking scalp to ,Tom's gaze. "Just what mad11
As the reader will 8USpect, there was an<>ther the lnju11 give tbdt yell will never be known,
whispered consultation over the news brought I guess. Sart'in it is thet be saw us crawlin'
tbrougb their lines."
by Old Tomahawk.
Trapper Tom wanted to ask the old scalper
· This t ime three persons instead of two took
p<trt in the council, and it was decided to con- wbetber they were not almost through t be Intinue t he adv11nce.
dian Jines, but he was not given tbe chance, as
Old Tomahawk said that he feared that his Old Tomahawk put himself at the head of the
presence had been suspected by the wily red- li ttle line again and resumed the advance.
skias which, if he was correct, would render tbe
Hi~ orders enjoining s~rict silence told the
Wood I mp that they were still on dangerous
advance m ore p erilous than befon.
Dropping to the ea rth again, tbe trio crept gr"Und.
forward, Jed this time by the gaunt lndianF or thirty minutes more the craw~ was continued and the'l Old Tom!lbnwk stood erect.
fi!hter.
0 iven the h alf-breed crept at his heels, and
"At last!" ej!lculated Trapper Tom, ~pring
ing up. "We have emerged from the jaws of
Tr•pper Toin brbught up tbe rear.
Fur some distance nothing occurred to d1sturb death."
the movement, and the boy trapper bega n to
The response was a loud shout from Indian
CO'lgratu lat.e hims•lf on their succPss,
lip ,, and the whiz of a d oz~n arrows.
Ow~n whirled half-way rounri with a cr.Y of
"We mu•t h "lv~ adv,nced bevond tlieir lines."
be sairi to bim«ilf. "Why d ?es not Oli Tom<t- pain nnd To>n's cap was carried from hi• bead.
"We're nnt out vH." sairi Olri Tomahawk.
hawk g•t up and announce that we are sofe1''
The wily olrl scalp ~r knew that the clanger " Bless me ! ef we hevn't baited in a reg'lar Inline bad not been P'•••ri, and that was why he jun nest."
bad not risen to hi• feet and tickleri Tr•pper
The whole woori now rPsounded with warTom's ears with the announcement he wanted ci'iPs of the most ferocious nature.
to bear.
They were terrible enough to strike doom to
Suddeoly there runs; through the forest a yell the hearts of the listeners.
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••we've got to run for it, boys," said Old
Tomahawk.
" Straight :?.head I" asked Tom.
" Tbet's the course.
Ar' you hurt bad,
Owen!"
'''Only an arrow through my arm. I will
pliv the reds for this!" was the grated answer.
Meanwhile, Trapper Tom was lookiog on the
ground for bis cap, an article which be prized
very bigbly.
"Let yer cap go," said the old trapper. "Yer
scalp 's vrortb .... thousand coonskin· caps. .,
At this moment Trapper Tom found his cap
which was transfixed b.v a Sioux arrow, shuwing bow narrowly ue bad <>scaped death.
"Now fo1· tbe runt" cried Old •1·omahawk.
" Keep behind me. If I am fif ,y-twv, :, guess I
kin lead th§. party."
Away b6unded the Indian-bater with Owen
and Trapper Tom a~ his heels.
The iireak for liberty was observed by tbe
red-skins who seemed to possess the eyes oi:
nighthawks.
Tbe whole foresi; again resounded with yells
and another flight of arrows accompanied by a
few rifle-balls, followed the dash.
Then the maddened Sioux sprung after the
intrepid three who ran with all their might,
feeling the importance of the race.
·
They leaped over logs shown by the dim
liJbt of tbe moon and dashed through little
thickets with the nerve of bunted deer, aU the
time be/U'ing behind them the wild yells of their
pursuers.
"My God! lnjuns ahead!" fell st.td'Cen ly in
accents the most startling from Old Tomahe wk's lips
·
He had scarcely spoken ere a doz~n rifles
fl •she•l in their very faces and the bullets
s emed t6 shriek as they whistled past the
trappers' beads.
"Down!" commanded Old Tomahawk, and
the harassed three dropped immediately to the
ground.
Fortunately they had reached a spot where
two fallen trees lay close together and formed a
sort. of n!ltural fort.
Dropping into the inclosure the trio got refl:dy
to repe an assault, an<l then awaited events.
Like magic the forest suddenly grew still, so
still that no one would have suspected that it
contained a foe as wily and bloodthirsty as au
Indian brave.
" Where are
whispered Trapper Tom,
at Old Tomahawk's elhow.
" Between t'fo trees."
"I know that; put-"
"Wal, we're in a pretty bad predicament;
thet's about the nmount ov it."
Tom hit bis lips; ~be old scalper's answers
were so unsatisfactory.
"White bov pull arrow out of Owen's arm,"
~aid the half breed at this juncture. "Head
broke olf-~eel Owen shut bis teeth while white
tr•pper pull."
Tom's fingers were at the Indian shaft that
had pierced the hov'sarm and be began to pull.
Owen's eyes fi!lshed as the arrow was with·
drawn. and be ground bis teeth until it bad
been pulled through the wound.
"Arrow out now," he said. "Arm already

wer'

feels better. Owen will never forget whits
boy's help"
"Just as if I didn't owe you this favor," eaid
Tom, r emembering the half-breed's valuable
services re11dered in the gold cave. "Were. I
to help you a tbou•and times I would not have
canceled the debt I owe you."
0y this time Old T omahawk bad insper.ted
tbe forest fort which promised t.o conceal them
from the bullets and arrows of the red-skin~.
especially as long as the night held out.
Daylight would bring new peril to the be·
sieged, but the Sioux-bater b~ed to te far beyond ·•be tempora1·y fort Jong before dawn.
The trees bad fallen in ·a manner that provided eash end of the fort with a thick bueby
top alm0il9 impenetrable, while the Jogs themselves formed a breastwork that promised valuable assistance in rase of attack.
•·There '~ something in yon top," mid Trapper
Tom to Owen , who was nursing the new bate
that bad followed the withdrawal of the arrow.
"Guess not, white boy."
"You may not have beard it, for you were
not listening,'-' was Tern's reply. "I em sure
that my ears bave not drneived me. I'm going
to see what it i~."
Armed only with bis bunting-knife, which he
carried unsheathed in bis right band, Trapper
Tom crept on all-fours to" ard the tree-top
where be was certain he bad.beard a suspicious
noise.
As be was not compelled to pass Old Tomaba wk on h is way, be was not $10pp~d by that
worthy's Fkeleton band, and be soon reached
the busby boughs where he ba]tPd and listened.
Could it be that bis ears bad deceived him,
and that be had imagined what he bad not
really beard?
.
For several moments be listened without bearing a sound, and be was about to go back to
Owen a rid '!onfess that for once he bad been deceived, when a slight rustling among the leaves
made him draw back.
"I was not mistaken," be said to himself.
"Tbe Indians have already entered our fort."
Tbe rustling which bad startled him continued instead of dying away and all at once an
object, bn!(e, black and ferocious, sprung from
tbe tree-top and landed almost upon the crouch·
ing boy !
The outburst was sudden enough to draw a
cry of horror from Trapper Tom's lips.
He sprung ·up in time to escape a blow from a
gigantic arm, but not too late to be charged by
the new enemy.
"My God? a grizzly!" exclaimed-the Wood
Imp in tones that must have reached the en•my
sneaking through tbe forest. "Better a dozen
red skins than a foe like this."
Old Tomahawk end Owen went forward to
Trapper Tom's assistance for they knew Che
nature of the onslaugbt even before the aston·
isbed beaver-catcber bad named the new foe.
"A b'ar it is I" cried the gaunt trailer.
"Stand off, Trapper Tom, an' let me at Old
.~~

.

But Trapper Tom, even if be wished to obey
Old Tomahawk, found himself in a position that;
forced him to stand and fight.
The grizzly bad advanced upon him, etandinf
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erect upon his hinder feet, and resembling a
mountain of ferocity.
Trapper Tom saw bis little eyes shining in the
moonlight that strug~l ed down through tbe
trees, and then tbe m onster reached him!
Tbe terrilJle paws seemed to t a ke bim into
their de.idly embrace, a nd the distended jaws
of the monster appeared a veritable cave of
death.
Tbe menaced boy had scarcely a second left
for r eftection.
R etreat he could not, for the grizzly was
tLctually upon him, therefore, shutting bis teeth
hard be raised bis knife and aimed a blow at
the bear's breast.
We need not say that Trapper Tom put all
*he stren~th he could command into that stroke.
The kmfe hit tbe very spot aimed at, and the
keen blade1 disappeared beneath the thick bide
of the grizzly.
A o inlltent later the boy found himselr in the
embrace of the bear, and tt.at be'fore he could
withdraw bis knife.
Old Toma hawk and Owen came up at this
moment.
"Help! help:" pealed from the boy trapper's
throat.
Tbe Indian-fighter uttered a mad cry as he
shot straight at the grizzly.
, "Assail 'im on t'otber side, Owen," he said to
the balf-breed, who sprung to obey tbe command almost before it was uttered.
Thus attacked by two knives at once, th e
grizzly fo und birmelf in an unpleasant predicament, and when Old T omahawk had driven his
long-bladed bunting-knife home, directly behind
tbe for e-shoulder, be released Trapper Tom an~
1tasi:gered beck.
.
Old T omaha wk followed him up with a mad
excle m11.tion of vengeance.
Just then a loud voice came from the forest
on t he right.
' "Will the white-faces surrender? Tbe Sioux
have them in a pen."
"Wait till I've settled this b'arl'' answerod
Old Tomahawk.
CHAPI'ER XV.
THE FIGHT FOR THE FORT.
TRAPPER T OM bad f a lleo from tbA bear's emJ>race app.ren ·.Jy mor e dead than alive.
He was insensible, l\nd d id not hear the de maod from the shadows of the wood nor Old
'foma bawk's aru:wer.
Owen picked him up and carri<'il bim toward
the spot where he bad left bis rifia, wbile tbe
Indian ft~bte r followed the grizzly, which had
fall en w1tb a crash into the tree-top.
Tbe old fellow seemed t o forget tbe proximity
of tbe Indi ans in bis eagerness to flnisb. the
mooster wbich ha<\ almost put a p eriod to bis
young fri end's ex istence.
With a courage tha t bordered on foolhardi nes~ be leaped in to tbe foliage and grappled
with the d-ying grizzly.
T oick and fast rained the blows, guided by
the old ba<'kwoodsman's keen eye; and when be
oame forth , with claw-torn c oat i md bleeding
face, there w&& the fiasb of victory in his
qes.

"Another grizzly less!" be\jaoulat.ed. "I
never lea ve ooe job, a fore I'm through with It,
t o 'teod to ano•ber. I wouldn't excbange tbe
pleasure ov a grizzly tussle fer a gold-mine.
N ow fer the Injuos."
He left tbe spot and walked toward Owen
and the beaver-catcher, who were found in the
middle of the fort.
Trapper Tom bad nearly r ecoverer! from the
hug of tbe grizzly, and greeted 0 1d T•imabawk
with a faint smile as tbe latter ca me up.
"Thar's no sweetheart t iet kin bug like a
grizzly," observed the old lnr! ian -hater. •'I calkerlate thet he'll show bis nffec tirm to no more
people this side of g r izzly paradise."
"He's dead, tben!"
"Dead ! I can't j ust now remember when I
left a grizzly in any ot her con dition. Deadl
Dead as las t summer's fiowers! Ov course y ou
beard what tbe Injuns said a few moments
ago!"
"Yes; they want us to surrender."
"Tbe fools ! I t old 'em ter wait till I bad settled Old Eph_ Hevin' d one tbet little job, I'm
now r eady fer tber red ~."
Since Old Tomahawk's reply to the demand
for surrender the surrounding forest had been
unusually still.
"They're waitin' with more patience 'n I ever
, knowed a red-skin ter possm."S," remarked t~e
old fell ow to his boy comp3nions. "I'm goin'
ter play fair with the greasers. H ere goes."
R iising b is b ead slightly above tbe log
brea>twork Old T omahawk Ehouted:
"Red8, the b'ar is dead. If I didn't misunderst and you a .ybile ago, you asked us ter sm·r ender."
Th e r eply was not delayed.
"Tb('! Sioux spoke t o the pale-faces through
t heir lea der. Tiley have t he white bunters in a
p en, and the braves of the S ioux nation surround them. It they shut t heir ears against
the words of the braves. tbey will not see t be
sun g n to sleep any more."
" All ov wl.iich me<\ns tbet we'il be tetotallv
wiped out ef we don't gi ve in right awa y ," sa id
Old Tomahawk. •·Do you bear thet, boys~
T~ Injuns say they've got us in a pen without
the e:host ova chance f er safety. What shall I
sa v!";l
0 iven whose eyes showed the defiance that
rankled in bis breast was about to reply when
Traoper Tom spoke:
"Tell t be r ed varmin ts no I" cried the little
beaver -c atcher. "No compromi..>e wi t h a lot of
rascally Sioux. Surrender me 10s de'l.tb-Jingariog, tort uring deatb- ,ooner than a brave defense. We have a good fort here. I say fight
it out!"
01<\ Tomahawk~ eyes glowed with pride and
sat ish c tion whi le the boy spoke.
"Fie;ht i ~ is," he sa!rl as be turned away.
"War to the knife !" cried O wAn the halfbreed. "Trapper T om took O wQ n's words
from bis tOnJO?ne. n'nd spoke tbem like a brave. "
C •r t ain sounds told that tbe savages were
becoming impatient.
"We've decided not ter surrender," suddenly
called out 01<\ Tomahawk and then ducked h18
bead , admonishing Trapper Tom and Oweu to
lie close to the ground.
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The boys qu!ckl~ threw themselves on the
earth, and in tbe nick of lime, too, for the next
second a tbundtriog volley of rifles seemed to
shake the whole wood, anrl a perfect hailstorm of bullets t>uried itself in tbe logs, or
paRsed barmlessly over the beads of tbe pros trate trio.
•
"May be. they'll charge us," suggested Trapper Tom.
"Tbet's not J,he Sioux's tactics wben they're
on foot," was tfie quick reply. "Let 'em straddle their bosses; tbeu look out. My opinion is
tbet tbey '11 try some sneakin' trick afore
mornin'.>'
The night was now nearly half gonei and Old
Tomahawk and bis companions were still confined to the natu rel fort.
1' I'd just like to know bow many Injuns ar'
out tbar, an' whether they've got' us completely
surrounded as they say they have," said the old
scalper suddenly. "I b'lieve I'll reconnoiter."
"I object to that," said Trapper Tom quickly.
"You can't be spared from the fort just at this
time. We all stay "here."
"By hokey I you talk like you're the captain
ov this iq11ad !" returned Old Tomahawk with a
grin. · "What do you say, Owen?"
There was no reply.
"Whar's O~en1" asked the Indian-fighter
surprised.
"Yonder."
" I guess not. Trapper Tom, thet yaller boy
is not in the fort." ·
This announcem1mt sent a thrill of surprise
through the beaver-catcher's frame.
Tbe tort was immediately searched for Owen
tbe balf-ureed; but he was not to be found.
"Bang me if be hasn't gone to reconnoiter!"'
exclaimed the backwoodsman.
"If I bad
craw,led out, Tom, you'd have heen the only
defender of the fort. What took thet young
fox off in tbet sudden maune11 Mebbe he
- wants to diskiver whether Mountain Pete's
among the reds out thar."
There was no use in · looking for Owen who
had certainly left tbe fort at this cri tical jftDIJ~ure, and hoping that be would turn up all
right before day, Old Tomahawk and Trapper
Tom resolved to watch witll both eye open till
that event should take plac<>..
An hour of strange sil•nc•.'\trange for that
time and place, followed 0 ~e n's departure.
The deafening volley which bad torn through
the limbs had not been follo"· ~d by another,
"' and Old Tomahawk bad a right to conclude
from the stillness that the Sioux would attempt
some stratagem.
The openings or glades of the forest were
faintly discernible in the moonlight, and
though the occupants of the log fort watched
them intently they could not see the fit-st sign of
4 foe.
L<iwer an<! lower sunk the moon es the·night
wore away, and the entire forest gradually became one shade.of darkness.
"Lookout now,'' admonished Old Tomahawk.
"Them o'nery red-skins out yonder Jov<> to
do tb•ir work in the darkness. Mehhe all at
once they'll pour over these logs like en army
ov rats. My command is: ' Keep your eyes
poel•dl'"

.,

Trapp~r Tom, fully olive to the importance oftbe hour, assured bis companion that his watchfulness should not for one moment be abated 1
and with finger _on the trigger he waitea
on.
Almost continually be thought of Owen between him and wbdm a strong art.. cbment
bad sprung up, and be longed to see the daring
young half-breed once more at bis side.
Would the morning brmg Owen, or would it
find them one and all lying dead and scalped in
the forest fort1
Suddenly Trapper Tom felt a ba11d on bis
arm. and turning half-way round be beheia the
bronzed face of Old Toma~awk.
There was startling information in the old
Indian.fighter's eyes.
"You ain't asleep, Tom1" he eslied.
''No."
"Don't make any noise, but look straight oveF
the Jog. h's gittin' day light, but for all tbet,
the Injuns be"Y come." Witnout reply, Trapper Tom looked over the
t.ree and saw that the wood was getting lighter,
but slowly; the change was just perceptible.
"My stars I they are her•, sure enough I"
cried the boy trapper. ''Those objects I see
scattered over the ground are not limbs, but
Indians."
'
"An' each one PXpects to hev the honor ov
scalpin' us!" said 01d T<•mahawk, coolly. "ButI see one buck what shall never touch a ba'r ov
mv bead."
Trapper Tom saw the Indian.fighter's rifle
11lide over the top of the log, while bis bead and
shoulders were screened from the red-skin's view
by dead leaves.
"Wbatl are you going to begin the battle1''
he asked.
"Notbin' more nor lesS; I'm goin' ter begin
the dance ov death."
"They'll charge us if you fire."
"Lat 'em charge."
_
'1'1 app?r Tom saw Old Tomahawk's cheek
drop to tbe stock of pis rifle; but the following
moment a shot, beyond the Indian line and in
the depths of the forest, rung clearly out.
He saw the fl~ ure of a prostrate red-~kin leap
into tbe air, with a cry that made the backwoods ring, and then fell dead among bis companions.
'' Jehosaphat! who did tbetP' exclaimed Old
Tomahawk, as the' crawling Sioux sprung np
with terrible veils.
.
"Here they come I Give them the best you've
got. Tomahawk!"
These words from Trapper Tom's lips were not
needed to mHke the bear-killer fight.
The Tndian army w~s rushing upon the fort,
brandishing their tomahawks and scalpingknives.
"Give the demons their dues!" called out Old
Tomahnwk.
The n•xt second the repeating-rifles of the
two C'Ompanion• were laid across the Jogs, and
tbe charging Sioux were met by a fire that sent
many to tbe ground.
In addition to thA fire from the fort, some
person behind the Indians was emptying the
magazine of a Winchester with deadly eft'.11c~
in to their red rank&.
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Trapper Tom suddenly caught sight of the
help outside, and uttered a shout.
It was Owen, the half-br eed!
The Sioux seemed dazed by the terrific fire
that thinned th eir ranks. ·
If they bad attacked the fort from both sides,
their success· would have been certain and
speedy, but they chose to assault it from a single point, hence their destruction.
With sixteen shots apiece Old Tomahawk and
Trapper Tom met them, with a determination
to conquer or die behind the logs.
They ~orked the reposting rifles with deadly
e:fl'ect.
Some of the rei!-skins came within twenty
yards of the fortifl~ation, but never got nearer.
Tbe avenging ri11 -s singled them out and
dropped them in tbejr tracks.
All at once tb9 r ed-sk i as turned and presented their backs to tbe defenders of tbe fort, and
Owen fired two shots straight into their faces.
"Whipped I" cried Trapper Tom. "Hurrah I
hurrah!"
Yes, the battle was over.
CHAPTER XVI.
THE YELLOW "BOY'S VENGEANCE.

"THET's what I call a close shot,'' said Old Tomahawk, as the discomfltted Sioux drew of!. leaving
him and Trapper Tom in undisturbed pot;sessimµ>f
the forest fort. "Ef they bev retreated, they're
likely to trouble us more. Mountain Pete basn 't got
enough yet el he is among the reds. H e'll put 'em
up to more deviltry afore night el Owen doesn't get
the drop on his mug."
Turning from the fort, the Sioux turned their attention to the half-breed who bad gotten in the rea1·,
and from a slightly elevated position poured some
deadly shots into their ranks.
'fhe boy heard their mad yells as they sprung toward him, buc he did not desert hi'< position until he
bad dropped two more \Vlth bis unerring rifle.
"Now for it, Owen," be s1id to himself, as he
tigatened his belt and darted away with the Mility
of the practiced runner, while at least fifty red-skins
pursued.
Old r omahawk and the Wood Imp saw the hot
chase, and watched pursuers and pursued disappear
over a wooded knoll.
"They'll run him down I" exclaimed Trapper Tom,
excitedly.
.
"I'd like to see 'em do It. I know thet boy." was
the Indian-fighter's prompt response. "They'll all
come back arter awaile cres tfallen an' pretty well
blown. Catch Owen? No red-skin on top ov ground
kin do thet."
These words reassured Tom and rendered him
easy as t o the peril that menaced the half-breed. ·
He therefore turned his attention to the little battle-ground over which the Sioux had attempted to
reach the fort.
TilP Indians on their retreat had carried away several dead and wounded, but a dozen of the former
still iacumbereJ the ground, their painted faces upturned toward the boughs, and their eyes staring at
the pat·"hes of cold, clear sky far beyo:.d.
It was a sight to which the boy trapper was not
accustomed, and seeing that Old Tomahawk was
watching him c.iutiously, be turned to him with a
smile.
"llfore dead Injuns out thar then you ever saw at
once, eh?" said the Indian-bater. "They're all
good reds now. When I get ha.If a chance, I'll arid
to my stook ov scalps fer I know the ones I brought
down; I've marked 'em all."
"How many scalps have you nowr"

"Haven't counted 'em for three months, an' dn1'
In' thet time I reckon I've got in some work."
"When will you rest?"
'
"When some red drops me, I expect. · You see,
Trapper Tom, them red devils robbed me ov ten
years ov life, an' I'm tryin' ter pay 'em what l owe
'em. Ov course I've found the lost gold cave an'
all thet; but thet doesn't fetch back th"m lost ten
years. Ef I live an' keep my healtll. thar'll be only
a remnant ov the Siou..-.: nation left t er bother Uncle
Sam when I git through."
·
Trapper Tom made no reply, "for his attention
was directed to a movement among the boughs of a
tree almost beyond rifle-shot.
"What is it, boy?" asked Old Tomahawk seeing
the boy's attention fixed on the tree.
"An Indian, I think, 11 was the answer.
Without difficulty the Indian-fighter was shown
the tree noticed by the 'Vood Imp, and for several
minutes he watched it intently with a cocked rifle
in his band.
"Thet red-skin ls tryin' to (l'.lt above us fer a shot,"
he said. "Ef we let him git inter position o:ie ov
us will drop quicker than we kiu say J ack Robinson. I'll just put a :period to thet buck's career.
Now watch 'im drop.'
Old Tomahawk's rifle was ilOW at his shonlder,
and covering an object in the distant tree he touched the trigger.
As the dear rPport of the weapon rung through
the aisles of the f orest something was seen to drop
downward through the boughs and all at once an
Indian landed in a heap on the ground.
"No more strategy for thet red:" ejaculated Old
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than a minute where he had fallen, for several redskins darted from behind treeS'that concealed their
bodies, and dragged the corpse out of sight.
Old Tomahawk burst into a flt of laughter at tli:e
immoderate haste of the red-skins who whisked
their unfortuui.te companion away, and then kept
their own bodies from the Indian-fighter's unerring
n.im.
·
As the morning advanced the for~st became
lighter, aud at sunrise one could see a great distance
am ong the trees.
"The Indians have not returned from chasing
Owen," observed Trapper Tom.
At that moment a distano yell was heard, then
another and another until the whltes had counted
seven.
•· T\ley've" caught him, by hokey!" exclaimed Old
Tomahawk.
"Who? Owen ?"
" WhQ. else? Thos~ yells mean thet the reds ar'
returnin' with a ori~oner. I counted on the boy
gettin' away, fer .J•ve seen him run afore. Somethinp must hev-iiappeyed to him. We'll see direct1v. ''

A commotion among the Indians in the forest in
front of the fort was now observ.able, and Old Terna·
hawk and the Wood Imp turned their faces toward
that part of the wood from whence the seven yells
bad come.
·
Three hours had elapsed since Owen's departure,
chased by fifty yelling red Indians, and now he was
coming back, no doubt to be t :irtured to death in the
presence of his friends I
Presen tlv figures were seen moving toward the
fort , and then the Ravages stationed behind the troos
set up yells of delight.
" They,ve run my young deer down, sure enough l"
grated Old Tom,.hawk as he eyed the advancing l\: ·
dians in ill humor. "By the eternal! if they-harm
a hair ov bis head in my presence, somebody will
suffer for it."
In Jes~ than five minutes the occupants or" the fort
observed Owen the half-breed walking erect In the
midst of the triumphant Indians, who watched him
closely.
"We must eave him!" cried Trapper Tom.
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"Owen shall not be tortured t6 fleath by those red
domons. 0
"Ov course hesha'n't; butjusthold yerpeace,"
Sllid Old Tomahawk, who had not taken his eyes
from the a'1vancing band for a moment. "Owen
an' me hev sworn to be friends till death 1 .an' ter
stand by one another thrcugh thick an' thm. An'
don't we intend to . do thet? Ahl Trapper Tom,
Owen shall not die I"
The ~a;ptors of the yellow b~ were soon joined by
the Indians who had remained behind. and thew.hole
formed a large crowd just beyond rifle-shot.
('\ii Tomahawk and Trapper Tom strained their
eyes as they looked on, wondering what would be
the red-skins' next move.
li '"ey could have advanced nearer they would
have ooserved that the face and clotbes of Owen
the half-breed were sadlf torn by briers, as if he
bad attempted to force his way through a patch of
them.
He presented a sorry picture as he stood surrounded by the red-skins wbo wanted his blood; but
the fire in his eyes was undimmed, and his stature
seemed to have increased since his capture.
There was at first a disposition on the part of the
~loux who had not joined in the chase to rush upon
Owen and tear him to pieces; and they would have
donP. so if tl>e captors had not pressed them back.
"We take the yellow boy close.r to the place
where his p nle-faced friends are hid, and there we'll
burn him at the Rtake." said Owen's captors. "He
has shed the blood of the Sioux, and fire shall dry

ul/rl,~ ~~~~jg!r-riihnfo~d shouts that made Old

Tomahawk grate his tet>th again, and a moment
latet 1he whole crowd surged toward tbe fort.
"I see ncthing of Mountain Pete," said Trapper
Tom.
•·I 80<1 him plainly," was Old Tomahawk's r esponse. " He's fixed up like a full-blooded Sioux,
but ne can't fool me. He is the big Jnjun on tbe
right. I'll bet my life that Owen has picked him
out afore this."
The Indians continued to approach the fort until
they had reached a spot about two hundred yards
distant~ where they halted, and without crremony
proceened to bind Owen to a youn~ tree, the body
of which was about twelve inches m diameter.
"What did I tell you?" said the old Indian-slayer.
Trapper Tom did not appear to hear him.
"Don't you see?" the boy sudden1y Pxclaimed.
"They are going to burn Owen right before our
eyes I That tree is to be· bis stake, and we are to
crouch here with loaded rifles and submit to the
whole a.ffair I"
"Mebbe so," was the tantalizing answer. "What
kin W P do for the yellow boy?"
"With our sixteen-shooters we can sprinp, over the
logs and pour death into the Indian ranks. '
"An' see a tomahawk bury itself in Owen's head
for our trouble, too."
•
Trapper Tom did not reply; be silently acknowl edged the logic of Tomahawk's last remarks, and
waq forced to turn bis attention to a sight that
maddened him.
When the tying operation had been completed
& stalwart Indian-a veritable red giant-stepped
·forward and waved bi,s hand toward the fort.
"The Sioux have caught the'/ellow friend of the
pale-faces," he said, in a Jou voice, whose tones
easily reached Trapper Tom and his companion.
"They have tied him to a tree in the forest, an' they
will soon pile sticks of wood about his legs. The
yellow boy has shot the Sioux down like dogs; he
J1es trailed them even to their villages an' struck: them
there. He is the friend of the white man who hates
and bunts the Sioux for what they did to him many,
many moons ago. When the Sioux have burnt the
yellow boy with flre, they.will take the pale-faces
l rom their fort an' bnrn them, too. Let them look
on an' see bow their friend dies. He wlJI whine like
a dog when the red tongue& lick his sk~.

The big brave ceased and turned awu,ir.
"Thet war Mountain Pete," said Old 'Tom &hawk.
"He makes a good Injun when he's fixed up. Did
yer notice how Owen watched 'im while he
talked?"
"He never took bis eyes from him for a moment."
"Nobody kin tell how he hatee Mountain Pete,"
the Indian-tlgbter continued. '"He kn<i"s that he
bas found the man be bas bunted for so long. Give
Owen a chance an' Mountain P tte's career will end
before our eyes. 'Ibet boy's life desire is to avenge
the death of bis mot her-the C10-.. princess."
To J\1ounta!n Pete's address Old 'l<mahawk made
no reply.
"¥1e111 treat the clog with •ilrnce," he said. "l
will w asle no words with sut h a brute."
'Jbe Sioux now bqrnn to col!( ct Eticks which they
h eaped atout the nether limbs of the deemed boy
who stood erect against the booy d ~he tr<t>, ,..itb a
pair of blazing eyes fixed on .Mountair1 !'r te.
The rene~ade •toed a few fEet av ay with arms
folded <•n his bra" ny chest, and "1th an rxprcuion
o t brutish triumph on his s"a1tby counttnarce.
uYellow boy bunt me r.o n;G1e," be suc:c!• nly
Eaid. "When I have scattered ycur asb rs to tho
winds, I "ill turn upon your friends in lbe fort."
"They will put a Epe(dy end to the career of the
r enegade dog!" eJ<clairr.fd Owe11. "I ba,·e hunted
you a long time. but ye u J>r.ve alway• eluded me.
l<'ow I am your p "ironer. Mour.1ain Pete, co ycu
know "by I have trailed you to the vt1y Jcdg< ol
t11e red -men?"
"I must have Etepped on your tees sc me" 1 ar,'
was the response
"You have c'oroe more than tllat. Mountein rete,
don't you know me?"
'The 9uestion was afkcd in .a tct:e that drove
lllcuntam Pete toward th£ cepthe.
t,
•·Do you r em1n;b<r Ue Crow "ife you once whl1>
ped to death?" continm cl Owtn.
An exclamation fell frcm Mcunt&in Pt te's lips.
be~'.!~~- .~ou ba..-e not forgotten her l Well, I am
"An' my son, tool"
A bound took the deErera<'o to O" m's side.
"Stand back, murde1·er . Dcn't touch me I" cnw
the yellow boy.
He spoke tc,o late, fer with cne fcot Mountain Pete
sent the sticks flyir~ in e'·" y 6ir• ct ion, ar,d th..
knife that glittfrfd m Lis l nt:d Lternted the cap.
tive in tbe twinklirg of an eye!
''Mountain P ete's rcy I" he mid to the astonished
Indians as be jerked Owen frc m the trPe.
H Nol my molber's Fon, and her sworn avenger!"
was the tlmnderinir rl'l't onse.
As the last words still trrm l:led the half 1:1""ed's
lips he clarted at Mountain Pete, and tore bis rifle
from his grasp.
"I have foupd ycu at last!" he 9ried. "Though
you are my fat lier, I avenire the dea1;b of my mother,
the beautiful princess of the Crows."
With face aflame with rage Mountain Pete stllrted
toward the boy.
"Here ends my trail and yours!" said Owe1>.
The next moment the renegade's rifle spoke bis
ddom, and the stalwart flgure of Mountain Pete
staggered from the muzzle I
The forest tragedy seemed to paralyze the red
spectators.
They did not recover until they saw Owen bounding toward the fort eagerly awaited by its breathless
occupants.
•
They suddenly darted after him with wild criei;,
but Trapper Tom and Old Tomahawk sprung ap
and presented their rifles.
The menace of those death-dealing weapons wsm
enough for the Sioux; they stopped, and taking te
the trees, made their way back to th"' eaptivelem
stake.
As for Owen, he llr.ept ou untll he bounded . . .
the log, and alighted between his two friend1.

s
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Tll& LAST TRAIL,

W'!!!LE Owen was relating his adventures to Trap-

per Tom and Tomahawk 1 the Indians gathered
around the body of Mountarn Pete whose skull had
been shattered by a bullet fired at rlo>o range.
l'he .l-enegade had met his fate at la ;tat the hands
of his own son. for his brutal treatment of the
Crow princess, once his wife.
After bis narrative Owen turned tow.ard the scene
vi>ible in the forest and regarded it thoughtfully
for some time.
He seemed to live over much of bis checkered
past during his silence, and the two lookers-on did
n ot disturb him.
"We will go now, Tomahawk," b e said calinly.
. "Owen's trflil bas ended, and he can go back to his
peop_le."
" To the Crows?"
1
"Why not? Can h e not return to his mother's
grave an' say that the man who whipped her can
strike no more ?"
"Thet's just wha t you kin do," was the Jndianfighter 's r eply. ' "I'd like ter go witil you. boy, ef I
could spare the time. But firs t I've g ot t er h elp
Tra p er Tom git his pe l l~ t o the tradin' post\ ~n'
next I'm go in' t er settle with a few more red-sKins
fer thet long crazy spell ov min e."
"Owen h elp his white brother too. Back to the
cave, then."
_,. .
••But not with all those [ndhr.s in our frQnt," said
Trapper Tom.
"Ov cou rs e not. .At any rate we won't atte mpt
t er leave thi3 fort to-da y."
Th • Sioux did n ot c .: a rg(> the fort a gain, but sent
in an Indian Hag of truce and asked p ermission to
carry pfi' their dead.
They we re ca refull y wa tched by the three friends
while they perfom1eii t his operation, a nd when the
last one had been borne a way the last Sioux quietly
disappeared.
S&ill the occupants of the fort did not evacuate it
until the sh"ldes of night bad fallen a gain; then they
slipped away in Tndb.n file and glided noiselessly
through the darkened forest.
In the India n country one must be always on the
a lert; not a single sense must slumber for, a moment.
The slig':ttest noise must reach the white man's
ear, and his eye must be able to tak e in whole scenes
a t a glance.
'.l,'be three friends wer e still in the greatest dan,er.
It is true tha t the Sioux ha d t :> a ' l appe!lrance3
withdrawn ; but they wer e probably in the vicinity
planning new deviltry, a nd eager to get the scalp3
which thu• fa r hat! e luded them.
The gold cave where Trapper Tom h ad left the
valuable pelts was now the objective p oint.
It was miles from the fort, but the trio expected
to reach it befo're morning.
•
Once in its r ecesses, they believed that they could
bid defiance to the red-skms, for it was ca pable of
being defended by a small force against overwhelming numbers.
That night-journey through the forest was accomplished without a loud voice, and we may add without \ncident of any kind.
Morning was near at hand when the trio reached
the gold cave.
Eag-er to ascertain whether his pelts wem saf01
Trapper Tom lowPred himself into the cavern, ana
torch in hand darted •ard the niche.
All at once, however, a huo!e object r ose In his
patb, and the next instant the boy r ecoilPd from th3
ferocious head of a grizzly.
It was a meeting entirely une:x:PectP,d, and as the
bear exhibited signs of rag-e, the Wood Imp dropped
his light and raised his rifle.
" Don' t shoot him I I'm sp'llin' for a b 'ar Ilg-ht!"
~ried the voice of Tomahawk, as the boy 's rifle
litr uck his shoulder.
.
.
B.e spoke too late,, f or Tom G nue lfrallkoo !)P,f1,re

be reached h is side, and with a growl that filled 0.
cavern, Old Ephraim retreated Into the niche.
"I'll fight him yet i" exclaimed Old Tomahaw'JC,
picking up the torch and dashing fiercely a t t he
grizzly.
Both Trapper Tom and Owen attempted t<, r estrain the veteran, bu t without avail, for they 81\V
him ~ the torc)1 at· the bear's head, a nd t h en
charge him with na.k;ed knife.
"Let them fight it out," said Owen, h olding Tom
back. "I never knew Old Tomabawk to kill a
grizzly with a rifle. He always finishes th e combat
with the knife."
The t wo boys stood aloof 1'rom the struggle, but .
not for long.
They saw two figures "l"rithlng In the flickering
light of the torch, and now and then caught sight of
p. gleaming blade.
At last the combatants separated, and Olcl Toma·
ha.wk, w ith his clothes torn to shred•, camo from
the niche.
"Thet's ther toughest incident I ever tackled." he
said, and then dropped with a groan a t the boy's
feet.
.
·
"Heavens I he is dead!" exclaimed Trapl?er Tom.
"The grizzly bas finished Olcl Tomahawk I
.An examination revealed the fact t hat the grizzlvfighter had fainted, also that he was horribly mutilated, aucl apparently near death's door.
Trapper Tom took the torch and examined the
grizzly.
The body was literally covered with k nife-wounrts,
several of which wer e rn the heart, and the bear was
dead.
While Owen was workin~ With Old Tomahawk,
Trapper Tom proceeded tu mspect the place wh ere
he h ad left his p elts.
To his great JOY he found. the m all !lafe ' vitb- the
ex ception· of the one bundle which, as the reader
will r el!'ollect, was carried off by Young Eagle, the
Sioux.
"They'll bring me a good round sum.anyhow," he
said, as he surveyed the heap. "Heaven knows I've
had advenmres enough defending them. Old Toma·
hawk iMwelcome to Jiis gold mine if he recovers.
I've got e nough of this part of the N ortbwest, and
henceforward I'll give it a wide b erth."
It was not until three weeks after these last events,
to come to the conclusion of our story, that Trapper
Tom started for the n earest kading-post with his
furs.
For some days Old Tomahawk hovered between
life and death, but his iron constitution brought him
throu gh, and at last the trio left the gold cave to
brave the p erils of a forest tmmp to the post.
.As Olcl Tomahawk knew the trails of the great
Northwest as a pilot knows the river, be led the e.:xpedition, which m clue time passed the gates of the
post, and Trapper Tom had t.he pleasure of throwing
his furs at the feet of the agent .
The sum that he r eceived for t'·em with the ntt'\' ·
i>:ets brought from Old Tomahawk's gold minP, 1'.t
found himself well fixed for the remainder of h~
youth, and he announced his intention of quittin>(
the wild sports of forest and stream and of turning
Ills face towarrt the East.
.A. few days after bis return to the trading-p ost, be
was called upon to say good-by to his t wo faithful
friends, Old Tomahawk and Owen.
"I'm goin' back to work thPt m ine ov mine an'
ter settle with a few reds ~·t o ' whom I've got a
standin' grude:e," said the old I ndi«n-hatPr as he
held Tranner Tom's h<tnd in his r oug-h palm;
"Mebbe they'll git the best oy Old Tomahawk ~his
time, boy ; but a ll creation couldn 't keep me onto·•
thet kentry. I'm eady fer aaytbing ag'ln- fr om M
grizzly fight to a tussle \'\Ith a red "
"Owen sav ~ood-by, too, " said a voice as 01.t
Tomahawk finished. " The Crow boy go back :-:.
his mothn now. He has seen the flag -,f •Jie palefaces for the la.st time. 1l;ls '10111" w:.:. ,·11., w '"'~'6 tho

Trapper Tom, the Wood Imp.
lod2ea of t he Crows stand, and he will hunt the
butl'alo a nd deer In t'. ~ land of Ws mothn's pPople.
White trapper hns r.oen Owen strike down the band
that struck the Pl'inccs' of the Crows. Owen goes
ba<'k to the trails of bis boyhood."
There was m oisture iu the young half-breed's eyes
whP~ be turneJ nway . ah:.l Trapper Tom clung to
his s·rn.rthy hand as long rs he was able.
"We Bball notp• rt thus!" he exclaimed. "I will
~o b•1ck wi~h you!"
.
He wns 1 usbed back by the hand of Old Tomahawk. and a moment later the gate of the-tradingpost opened, and shut and be saw his fr iends no

m".>re.

Only last summ r a gaunt sun-browned man,
carrying a lo~ rifle across his arm entered a
business house 111 Omaha, and stretched a bronzed
hand across the counter to the youngproprit tor.
"Don't you know yer old par<!, Trapper Tomf"
exclaimea the stranger.
There was an ' xclamation of joy.
"Old Tom1.hawkl''
"That's
handle. I've lost ther goJ-1 mine; but
I j!'Ot even with the Sioux! rm hyar ter star,"
"Where's OwPn?" inquired Mr. Tom Merrill, once
the Wood Imp of the :KorthwPst.
"0h 1 he's kickin' somewbarin Crowdom. They've
made nim l1ead chief ov the hull tribe. an' a finer
lockin' In jun king never robbed an eagle's nest.
0

mr

THE END.
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IC E!U AIC KA.D l .E JU:ROES. -

In only one 1en1e or the word can It he regarded as a
aovel atatemeut when the tact ta here r eco rded that ll~era·
ture ha.A Klven man.)' heroes to the world, H.nd perhaps

~~'er;::ia:~k ~:f~~~d;~:~1~b~i;ed~~1::~~kot 1:0~~~1!1°;~~
01

1trlke1 home.
But It 11 moat e11eotlally a halt d ime novel atatement
that will he news to many when It la added that liter&·
tare, It traced from the dtrnly df'8tant days when Adam
wae a mere child down to the present day, would show
bat few heroea that In the eyes of boyhood wou ld be
even judged worthy of comparlaon with the two greateat
bel'Oel known to American literature, or, to promptly re•
•eat them, Deadwood Dick and Deadwood Dick, Jr.
• • • The modern heroea or fiction ror young America,
1rbo are now as countleRS ae the eancfs of the sea, and or

!'~o~ t1~e 1~e~~;'~~u~!Vk:h:~et~~y:h.th: ~o~b~~:rcior.~:~~

away the palm of popularity, and such as • • • be left
far behind In the race.
It can be easily helleved, therefore. that the two Dicks
U"8 10 ftrmly engratted on the t ree ·of po1rnlar llte rature
~ boye and young men, that their poi.ltlo11 IR aRsured
• • and that they stand to-day head and shou ld ers

D EA D WO O D

M. J. IVERS

Amerlcau boy hood, and that la a tre mendous factor In
the laud, now knows Deadwood Dick, Jr., a good beal be~
ter than It knows Its catechism, and mlllloua of youna
minds absoru the thrllllng In cidents of his career In hll
everlasting warfare agatust crime and his 11ever·endln11
solving or tmpenetrahle mysteries.
Mllllons ot boys follow hie Atealthy footsteps aa he tracka
hla vlcloua victims to their undoing, and rhen, when the
"· tctlms are thoroughly undone, the mllllona watt hungrily
for the next volume. which 011 every Wednesday appean
with the certainty of the Wednesday IUelf, and a new set
or delightful thrills go thrilling away rrom Malue to Call
foruta.
There are the volumes each so crowded with thrll11 and
heart.tugs that It were madneBB to hope to do juatlce to
them collecttvely and rank h 1ju1tlce to dlacrt111lnate between them.
To aba11don the Idea of giving a few extract• caneee lu·
Hnlte pain , but If once a start were macte In that dlreo1100, It wou ld be cruel to The Evening Sun's readers to
stop, .and It ts therefore better no t t.o relate one elngle
actvfl'ntn re. Sumce tt to say that the stories are clean and
welt wrltteu.

DICK L I BRARY.

I Deadwood Dick, the Prince of the Road
I The Double Daggers; or, Deaitwood Dick's Defiance
S The But'l'alo De mon; or. The Border Vultures
• Buffalo Ben, Prince or the Pistol'
5 Wild Ivan, the Boy Claude Duval
Deatb-F nce, thP Detective
f The Phantom Miner; or , Deadwood Dick's Bonanza
8 Old Avalanch .. , the Great "Annihilator; or, Wild
Edna, the Girl Brigand
~ Bob Woolf, the Border Ruffian
:t Omaha Oil, the Masked Terror; or, Deadwood Dick
In Danl!e r
:; Jim Bludsoe, Jr., the Boy Phenix; or, Through to
Death
!I Deadwood Dick's Eagles; or, The Pards of Flood
Bar
18 Buckhorn Bill; or. The Red Rifle Team
14 Gold Rifle, the Sharpshooter
ti Deadwood Dick on Deck: or, Calamity Jane
II Cordurdy Charlie. the Boy Bravo
If Rosebud Rob; or, Nugget Ned, the Knight of the
Guieb
18 ldyl, the Girl Miner; or, Rosebud Rob on Hand
Ill Photograph Phil: or, Rosebud Rob's Reappearance
IO Watch-Ere. the Shadow
n Deadwood Dick's Device; or, The Sign of the Double
Cross
• Canada Chet,- the Counterfeiter Chief
•Deadwood Dick in Leadville; or, A Strange Stroke
tor Liberty
N Deadwood Dick as Detective
llS Gilt-Edge Dick
18 Bonanza Bill. the Man-Tracker; or, The Secret Twelve
rT Chip, t.11e Girl Sport
98 Jack Hoyle's Lead; or, The Road to Fortune
119 Boss Bob, the Kine: of Bootblacks
'ID Deadwood Dick's Double; or, The Ghost ot Gorgon's
Gulch
II Blonde Bill; or. Deadwood Dick 's Home Ba.~e
• Solid Sam, the Boy Road-Agent

e

above all rivals In the eyes or the public ror wblcb tbe7
have ltved, and tor which one of U?em has died.

88 Tony Fox, the Ferret: or, Boss Bob'R Boss Job
84 A Game of Gold; or, Deadwood Dick's Big Strike
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Dead-'•ovd Dick or Deadwood: or, Th e Picked Party
New Yo1-k Nell. the Boy-Girl Detective
Nobb_v Nick o f Nevada; or, The Scamps of the Sierras
Wild Frank. the Buckskin Bravo
Deadwood Dick's Doom; or, Calamity Jane's Las&
Adventure
DPadwood Dick's Dream; or, The Rivals of the Road
Deadwood Dick's Ward; or, The Black Hills Jezebel
T he Arab Detective; or, Snoozer. the Boy Sha.rp
The Ventriloquist Detective. A Romance of Rogues
Detective Josh Grim; or, The Young Gladiator'•
Game
The Frontier Detective; or, Sierra Sam's Scheme
The Jimtown Sport: or, (}ypsy Jack in Colorado
The Miner Sport; or, Sugar-Coated Sam's Claim
Dick Drew, the Miner's Son; or, Apollo Bill, the
Road-Agent
Sierra Sam. the Detective
SiPrra Sam 's Double: or, The Three Female Detective~

51 Sierra 'Sam's Sentence; or, Little Luck at Rough
Ranch
52 The Girl Sport: or, Jumbo Joe's Dis1mise
53 Denver T>oll's Device: or, The Detective Queen
154 Denver Doll as DPtective
55 Denver Dnll's Partner; o r, Big nuckskin the Sport
li6 Denver Doll's Mine; 01-. Little Bill's Big Loss
57 Deadwood Dick Trap1 ·"d
58 Buek Hawk, Detecth~; or, The Messenger Boy'1
Fortune
59 D~adwnnd Di<' k's Disguise; or, Wild Walt, the Sport
60 Dumh Dick's Pard: or. Eliza Jane, the Gold Miner
61 Deadwood. Dick'!'\ Mis~ion
62 Spott .. r Fritz: or, The i:ltore-Detectlve's Decoy
63 The Detective Rond-Ageot; or, The Miners of Sassafras 0ity
64 Colorado Charlie's Detect.ve Dnsh; or, The Cattle
Kings
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